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What is the Boundary Committee for England?
The Boundary Committee for England is a committee of The Electoral Commission, an
independent body set up by Parliament under the Political Parties, Elections and
Referendums Act 2000. The functions of the Local Government Commission for England
were transferred to The Electoral Commission and it’s Boundary Committee on 1 April 2002
by the Local Government Commission for England (Transfer of functions) Order 2001 (SI
2001 No.3692). The Order also transferred to The Electoral Commission the functions of the
Secretary of State in relation to taking decisions on recommendations for changes to local
authority electoral arrangements and implementing them.
Members of the Committee:
Pamela Gordon (Chair)
Professor Michael Clarke CBE
Robin Gray
Joan Jones CBE
Anne M Kelly
Professor Colin Mellors
Archie Gall (Director)
We are required by law to review the electoral arrangements of every principal local
authority in England. Our aim is to ensure that the number of electors represented by each
councillor in an area is as nearly as possible the same, taking into account local
circumstances. We can recommend changes to the number of councillors elected to the
council, division boundaries and division names.
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Summary
We began a review of Staffordshire County Council’s electoral arrangements on 9 July
2002.
•

This report summarises the submissions we received during the first stage of the
review, and makes draft recommendations for change.

We found that the current arrangements provide unequal representation of electors in
Staffordshire:
•
•

In 28 of the 62 divisions, each of which are currently represented by a single
councillor, the number of electors varies by more than 10% from the average for
the county and 13 divisions vary by more than 20%.
By 2006 this situation is expected to worsen, with the number of electors forecast
to vary by more than 10% from the average in 31 divisions and by more than 20%
in 16 divisions.

Our main proposals for Staffordshire’s future electoral arrangements (see Tables 1 and 2
and paragraphs 186-187) are that:
•
•

Staffordshire County Council should have 62 councillors, the same as at present,
representing 59 divisions;
as the divisions are based on district wards which have themselves been changed
as a result of recent district reviews, the boundaries of all divisions will be subject
to change.

The purpose of these proposals is to ensure that, in future, each county councillor
represents approximately the same number of electors, bearing in mind local circumstances.
•
•

In 28 of the proposed 59 divisions the number of electors per councillor would
vary by no more than 10% from the average, with only three divisions varying by
more than 20%.
This level of electoral equality is expected to improve further, with the number of
electors per councillor in 43 divisions expected to vary by no more than 10% from
the average by 2006, with only two divisions varying by more than 20%.

Recommendations are also made for changes to parish council electoral arrangements
which provide for:
•

Revised warding arrangements and the re-distribution of parish councillors for the
parish of Rugeley.

This report sets out draft recommendations on which comments are invited.
•

•

We will consult on these proposals for eight weeks from 28 May 2003. We take this
consultation very seriously. We may decide to move away from our draft
recommendations in light of comments or suggestions that we receive. It is
therefore important that all interested parties let us have their views and evidence,
whether or not they agree with our draft recommendations.
After considering local views we will decide whether to modify our draft
recommendations. We will then submit our final recommendations to The
Electoral Commission, which will then be responsible for implementing change to
the local authority electoral arrangements.
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•

The Electoral Commission will decide whether to accept, modify or reject our final
recommendations. It will also decide when any changes will come into effect.

You should express your views by writing directly to us at the address below by 21 July
2003.
The Team Leader
Staffordshire County Council Review
Boundary Committee for England
Trevelyan House
Great Peter Street
London SW1P 2HW
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Table 1: Draft Recommendations: Summary
Division name.
By district council area

Constituent district wards

Cannock Chase District
1

Brereton & Ravenhill

Brereton & Ravenhill ward; Hagley ward; part of Western Springs
ward (the proposed Western Springs South parish ward)

2

Cannock Town Centre

Cannock South ward; Cannock West ward

3

Cannock Villages

Heath Hayes East & Wimblebury ward; Norton Canes ward

4

Chadsmoor

Cannock East ward; Cannock North ward

5

Etching Hill & Heath

Etching Hill & The Heath ward; part of Western Springs ward (the
proposed Western Springs North parish ward)

6

Hednesford & Rawnsley

Hawks Green ward; Hednesford Green Heath ward; Hednesford
North ward; Hednesford South ward; Rawnsley ward

East Staffordshire Borough
7

Burton Tower

Brizlincote ward; Winshill ward

8

Burton Town

Burton ward; Eton Park ward; Shobnall ward

9

Burton Trent

Anglesey ward; Stapenhill ward

10

Needwood Forest

Branston ward; Needwood ward; Yoxall ward

11

Stretton

Horninglow ward; Stretton ward

12

Tutbury

Crown ward; Rolleston on Dove ward; Tutbury & Outwoods ward

13

Uttoxeter Rural

Abbey ward; Bagots ward; Churnet ward; Weaver ward

14

Uttoxeter Town

Heath ward; Town ward

Lichfield District
15

Burntwood North

Boney Hay ward; Burntwood Central ward; Chase Terrace ward

16

Burntwood South

All Saints ward; Chasetown ward; Summerfield ward

17

Lichfield City North

Chadsmead ward; Curborough ward; Stowe ward

18

Lichfield City South

Leomansley ward; St John’s ward

19

Lichfield Rural East

Bourne Vale ward; Fazeley ward; Mease & Tame ward; part of
Whittington ward (the parishes of Fisherwick and Whittington)

20

Lichfield Rural North

Alrewas & Fradley ward; Boley Park ward; Kings Bromley ward; part
of Whittington ward (Streethay parish)

21

Lichfield Rural South

Hammerwich ward; Little Aston ward; Shenstone ward; Stonnall
ward

22

Lichfield Rural West

Armitage with Handsacre ward; Colton & Mavesyn Ridware ward;
Highfield ward; Longdon ward

Newcastle Under Lyme Borough
23

Audley & Chesterton

Audley & Bignall End ward; Chesterton ward; part of Halmerend
ward (the southern parish ward of Audley Rural parish and an
unparished area)

24

Bradwell & Porthill

Bradwell ward; Holditch ward; Porthill ward
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Division name.
By district council Area

Constituent district wards

25

Cross Heath & Silverdale

Cross Heath ward; Silverdale & Knutton ward; Silverdale & Parksite
ward

26

Keele & Westlands

Keele ward; Thistleberry ward; Westlands ward

27

Kidsgrove & Talke

Butt Lane ward; Kidsgrove ward; Newchapel ward; Ravenscliffe
ward; Talke ward

28

Newcastle Rural

Loggerheads & Whitmore ward; Madeley ward; part of Halmerend
ward (the parishes of Balterley and Betley)

29

Newcastle South

Clayton ward; Seabridge ward; Town ward

30

Wolstanton

May Bank ward; Wolstanton ward

South Staffordshire District
31

Brewood

Brewood & Coven ward; Wheaton Aston, Bishopswood & Lapley
ward

32

Cheslyn Hay, Essington & Great
Wyrley

Cheslyn Hay North & Saredon ward; Cheslyn Hay South ward;
Essington ward; Featherstone & Shareshill ward; Great Wyrley
Landywood ward; Great Wyrley Town ward

33

Codsall

Bilbrook ward; Codsall North ward; Codsall South ward

34

Kinver

Himley & Swindon ward; Kinver ward; Trysull & Seisdon ward

35

Penkridge

Huntington & Hatherton ward; Penkridge North & Acton Trussell
ward; Penkridge South East ward; Penkridge West ward

36

Perton

Pattingham & Patshull ward; Perton Dippons ward; Perton East
ward; Perton Lakeside ward

37

Wombourne

Wombourne North & Lower Penn ward; Wombourne South East
ward; Wombourne South West ward

Stafford Borough
38

Barlaston & Fulford

Barlaston & Oulton ward; Fulford ward; Milwich ward

39

Castle

Church Eaton ward; Gnosall & Woodseaves ward; Seighford ward;
part of Tillington ward

40

Eccleshall

Eccleshall ward; Swynnerton ward

41

Stafford East

Coton ward; part of Forebridge ward; Littleworth ward; part of
Rowley ward

42

Stafford North

Common ward; Holmcroft ward; part of Tillington ward

43

Stafford South

Baswich ward; part of Forebridge ward; Penkside ward; Weeping
Cross ward

44

Stafford Trent Valley

Chartley ward; Haywood & Hixon ward; Milford ward

45

Stafford West

Highfields & Western Downs ward; Manor ward; part of Rowley ward

46

Stone

St Michael’s ward; Stonefield & Christchurch ward; Walton ward

Staffordshire Moorlands District
47

Biddulph North

Biddulph Moor ward; Biddulph North ward; Biddulph West ward

48

Biddulph South & Endon

Bagnall & Stanley ward; Biddulph East ward; Biddulph South ward;
Brown Edge & Endon ward
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Division name.
By district council Area

Constituent district wards

49

Caverswall

Caverswall ward; Cellarhead ward; Forsbrook ward; Werrington
ward

50

Cheadle & Checkley

Cheadle South East ward; Cheadle West ward; Checkley ward

51

Churnet Valley

Alton ward; Cheadle North East ward; Cheddleton ward; Churnet
ward

52

Leek Rural

Dane ward; Hamps Valley ward; Horton ward; Ipstones ward; Leek
North ward; Manifold ward

53

Leek South

Leek East ward; Leek South ward; Leek West ward

Tamworth Borough
54

Amington

Amington ward; part of Bolehall ward; part of Glascote ward

55

Bolebridge

Part of Belgrave ward; part of Bolehall ward; part of Castle ward;
part of Mercian ward

56

Perrycrofts

Part of Mercian ward; Spital ward

57

Stonydelph

Part of Glascote ward; Stonydelph ward

58

Watling North

Part of Belgrave ward; part of Castle ward; part of Trinity ward; part
of Wilnecote ward

59

Watling South

Part of Trinity ward; part of Wilnecote ward

Notes:
1.
2.

The constituent district wards are those resulting from the electoral reviews of the Staffordshire districts
which were completed in October 2000. Where whole district wards do not form the building blocks,
constituent parishes and parish wards are listed.
The large map inserted at the back of the report illustrates the proposed divisions outlined above and
the Large Maps 1-3 illustrate some of the proposed boundaries in more detail.
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Table 2: Draft recommendations for Staffordshire
Division name
(By district council
area)

Number
of councillors

Electorate
(2001)

Number of
electors
per
councillor

Variance
from
average
%

Electorate
(2006)

Number of
electors
per
councillor

Variance
from
average
%

Cannock Chase District
1

Brereton & Ravenhill

1

8,566

8,566

-17

9,460

9,460

-10

2

Cannock Town Centre

1

11,085

11,085

8

11,340

11,340

8

3

Cannock Villages

1

10,010

10,010

-3

10,763

10,763

3

4

Chadsmoor

1

11,147

11,147

9

10,987

10,987

5

5

Etching Hill & Heath
Hednesford &
Rawnsley

1

9,440

9,440

-8

9,454

9,454

-10

2

21,575

10,788

5

22,565

11,283

8

6

East Staffordshire District
7

Burton Tower

1

10,179

10,179

-1

9,977

9,977

-5

8

Burton Town

1

10,040

10,040

-2

10,561

10,561

1

9

Burton Trent

1

10,276

10,276

0

10,012

10,012

-4

10

Needwood Forest

1

11,960

11,960

16

11,938

11,938

14

11

Stretton

1

12,094

12,094

18

11,976

11,976

15

12

Tutbury

1

8,932

8,932

-13

9,093

9,093

-13

13

Uttoxeter Rural

1

7,859

7,859

-23

8,034

8,034

-23

14

Uttoxeter Town

1

9,241

9,241

-10

9,028

9,028

-14

Lichfield District
15

Burntwood North

1

9,123

9,123

-11

9,686

9,686

-7

16

Burntwood South

1

8,617

8,617

-16

9,352

9,352

-10

17

Lichfield City North

1

10,668

10,668

4

11,517

11,517

10

18

Lichfield City South

1

7,837

7,837

-24

9,715

9,715

-7

19

Lichfield Rural East

1

10,031

10,031

-2

10,651

10,651

2

20

Lichfield Rural North

1

9,574

9,574

-7

10,548

10,548

1

21

Lichfield Rural South

1

9,090

9,090

-11

9,752

9,752

-7

22

Lichfield Rural West

1

10,056

10,056

-2

10,651

10,651

2

Newcastle Under Lyme Borough
23

Audley & Chesterton

1

11,562

11,562

13

10,846

10,846

4

24

1

11,480

11,480

12

11,135

11,135

6

1

10,435

10,435

2

10,057

10,057

-4

26

Bradwell & Porthill
Cross Heath &
Silverdale
Keele & Westlands

1

12,609

12,609

23

12,362

12,362

18

27

Kidsgrove & Talke

2

18,537

9,269

-10

18,094

9,047

-13

28

Newcastle Rural

1

9,664

9,664

-6

10,004

10,004

-4

29

Newcastle South

1

11,322

11,322

10

10,882

10,882

4

30

Wolstanton

1

9,573

9,573

-7

9,403

9,403

-10

25

South Staffordshire District
31

Brewood

1

8,551

8,551

-17

9,099

9,099

-13

32

Cheslyn Hay,
Essington & Great
Wyrley

2

22,774

11,387

11

23,109

11,555

10
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Division name
(By district council
area)

Number
of councillors

Electorate
(2001)

Number of
electors
per
councillor

Variance
from
average
%

Electorate
(2006)

Number of
electors
per
councillor

Variance
from
average
%

33

Codsall

1

10,052

10,052

-2

10,279

10,279

-2

34

Kinver

1

9,165

9,165

-11

9,528

9,528

-9

35

Penkridge

1

11,599

11,599

13

11,981

11,981

15

36

Perton

1

10,351

10,351

1

10,490

10,490

0

37

Wombourne

1

11,927

11,927

16

12,445

12,445

19

Stafford Borough
38

Barlaston and Fulford

1

9,240

9,240

-10

9,681

9,681

-7

39

Castle

1

11,405

11,405

11

11.484

11,484

10

40

Eccleshall

1

8,787

8,787

-14

8,836

8,836

-15

41

Stafford East

1

11,408

11,408

11

11,367

11,367

9

42

Stafford North

1

9,817

9,817

-4

9858

9,858

-6

43

Stafford South

1

12,129

12,129

18

12,669

12,669

21

44

Stafford Trent Valley

1

9,417

9,417

-8

9,959

9,959

-5

45

Stafford West

1

12,196

12,196

19

11,996

11,996

15

46

Stone

1

11,594

11,594

13

12,031

12,031

15

1

10,029

10,029

-2

9,789

9,789

-6

11,217

11,217

9

10,369

10,369

-1

1

11,263

11,263

10

10,522

10,522

1

Staffordshire Moorlands District
47

49

Biddulph North
Biddulph South &
Endon
Caverswall

50

Cheadle & Checkley

1

11,282

11,282

10

10,620

10,620

2

51

Churnet Valley

1

10,413

10,413

1

10,283

10,283

-2

52

Leek Rural

1

11,971

11,971

17

10,622

10,622

2

53

Leek South

1

11,423

11,423

11

11,337

11,337

8

48

1

Tamworth Borough
54

Amington

1

10,286

10,286

0

10,661

10,661

2

55

Bolebridge

1

8,940

8,940

-13

9,652

9,652

-8

56

Perrycrofts

1

9,204

9,204

-10

9,889

9,889

-5

57

Stonydelph

1

9,913

9,913

-3

10,265

10,265

-2

58

Watling North

1

8,886

8,886

-13

9,411

9,411

-10

59

Watling South

1

8,984

8,984

-13

10,238

10,238

-2

Totals

62

636,805

–

–

648,313

–

–

Averages

–

–

10,271

–

–

10,457

–

Source: Electorate figures are provided by Staffordshire County Council. The 2001 figures provided by
Staffordshire County Council, for East Staffordshire, Lichfield, Stafford, South Staffordshire and
Staffordshire Moorlands are estimates, based on the best information available, due to the creation of new
ward boundaries. The figures may differ very slightly between Table 2 and Table 4 due to rounding.
Note: The electorate columns denote the number of electors contained within each division. The ‘variance from
average’ column shows by how far, in %age terms, the number of electors per councillor varies from the
average for the county. The minus symbol (-) denotes a lower than average number of electors. Figures
have been rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Introduction

1 This report contains our proposals for the electoral arrangements for the county of
Staffordshire, on which we are now consulting. Our review of the county is part of the
programme of periodic electoral reviews (PERs) of all 386 principal local authority areas in
England. This programme started in 1996 and is expected to finish in 2004.

2 In carrying out these county reviews, we must have regard to:
•

•

the statutory criteria contained in section 13(5) of the Local Government Act 1992 (as
amended by SI 2001 No. 3692), i.e. the need to:
– reflect the identities and interests of local communities;
– secure effective and convenient local government; and
– achieve equality of representation;
Schedule 11 to the Local Government Act 1972.

3 Details of the legislation under which we work are set out in The Electoral Commission’s
Guidance and Procedural Advice for Periodic Electoral Reports (published by the EC, July
2002). This Guidance sets out our approach to the reviews.
4 Our task is to make recommendations on the number of councillors who should serve on
a council, and the number, boundaries and names of electoral divisions. In each two-tier
county, our approach is first to complete the PERs of all the constituent districts and, when
the Orders for the resulting changes in those areas have been made, then to commence a
PER of the county council’s electoral arrangements. Orders were made for the new electoral
arrangements in the districts in Staffordshire in April 2001 and we are now embarking on our
county review in this area.
5 Prior to the commencement of Part IV of the Local Government Act 2000 each county
council division could only return one member. This restraint has now been removed by
section 89 of the 2000 Act, and we may now recommend the creation of multi-member
county divisions. However, we do not expect to recommend large numbers of multi-member
divisions other than, perhaps, in the more urban areas of a county.
6 Schedule 11 to the Local Government Act 1972 sets out the Rules to be Observed in
Considering Electoral Arrangements. These statutory Rules state that each division should
be wholly contained within a single district and that division boundaries should not split
unwarded parishes or parish wards.
7 In the Guidance, we state that we wish wherever possible to build on schemes which
have been created locally on the basis of careful and effective consultation. Local people
are normally in a better position to judge what council size and ward configurations are most
likely to secure effective and convenient local government in their areas, while also
reflecting the identities and interests of local communities.
8 The broad objective of PERs is to achieve, as far as possible, equal representation
across the local authority as a whole. Schemes which would result in, or retain, an electoral
imbalance of over 10% in any division will have to be fully justified. Any imbalances of 20%
or more should only arise in the most exceptional circumstances, and will require the
strongest justification.
9 Similarly, we will seek to ensure that each district area within the county is allocated the
correct number of county councillors with respect to the district’s proportion of the county’s
electorate.
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10 The Rules provide that, in considering county council electoral arrangements, we should
have regard to the boundaries of district wards. We attach considerable importance to
achieving coterminosity between the boundaries of divisions and wards. The term
‘coterminosity’ is used throughout the report and refers to situations where the boundaries of
county electoral divisions and district wards are the same, that is to say where county
divisions comprise either one or more whole district wards.
11 We recognise, however, that it is unlikely to be possible to achieve absolute
coterminosity throughout a county area while also providing for the optimum level of
electoral equality. In this respect, county reviews are different to those of districts. We will
seek to achieve the best available balance between electoral equality and coterminosity,
taking into account the statutory criteria. While the proportion of electoral divisions that will
be coterminous with the boundaries of district wards is likely to vary between counties, we
would normally expect coterminosity to be achieved in a significant majority of divisions. The
average level of coterminosity secured under our final recommendations for the first 11
counties that we have reviewed (excluding the Isle of Wight) is 70%. We would normally
expect to recommend levels of coterminosity of around 60 to 80%.
12 Where coterminosity is not possible in parished areas, and a district ward is to be split
between electoral divisions, we would normally expect this to be achieved without dividing
(or further dividing) a parish between divisions. There are likely to be exceptions to this,
however, particularly where larger parishes are involved.
13 We are not prescriptive on council size. However, we believe that any proposals relating
to council size, whether these are for an increase, a reduction or no change, should be
supported by evidence and argumentation. Given the stage now reached in the introduction
of new political management structures under the provisions of the Local Government Act
2000, it is important that whatever council size interested parties may propose to us they
can demonstrate that their proposals have been fully thought through, and have been
developed in the context of a review of internal political management and the role of
councillors in the new structure. However, we have found it necessary to safeguard against
upward drift in the number of councillors, and we believe that any proposal for an increase in
council size will need to be fully justified. In particular, we do not accept that an increase in
electorate should automatically result in an increase in the number of councillors, nor that
changes should be made to the size of a council simply to make it more consistent with the
size of other similar councils.
14 A further area of difference between county and district reviews is that we must
recognise that it will not be possible to avoid the creation of some county divisions which
contain diverse communities, for example, combining rural and urban areas. We have
generally sought to avoid this in district reviews, in order to reflect the identities and interests
of local communities. Some existing county council electoral divisions comprise a number of
distinct communities, which is inevitable given the larger number of electors represented by
each councillor, and we would expect that similar situations would continue under our
recommendations in seeking the best balance between electoral equality, coterminosity and
the statutory criteria.
15 As a part of this review we may also make recommendations for change to the electoral
arrangements of parish and town councils in the county. However, we made some
recommendations for new parish electoral arrangements as part of our district reviews. We
therefore only expect to put forward such recommendations during county reviews on an
exceptional basis. In any event, we are not able to review administrative boundaries
between local authorities or parishes, or consider the establishment of new parish areas as
part of this review.
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The review of Staffordshire
16 We completed the reviews of the eight district and borough council areas in Staffordshire
in October 2000 and Orders for the new electoral arrangements have since been made.
This is our first review of the electoral arrangements of Staffordshire County Council. The
last such review was undertaken by the Local Government Boundary Commission, which
reported to the Secretary of State in July 1980 (Report No.386).
17 The review is in four stages (see Table 3).
Table 3: Stages of the review
Stage

Description

One

Submission of proposals to us

Two

Our analysis and deliberation

Three

Publication of draft recommendations and consultation on them

Four

Final deliberation and report to The Electoral Commission

18 Stage One began on 9 July 2002, when we wrote to Staffordshire County Council
inviting proposals for future electoral arrangements. We also notified the eight district
councils in the county, Staffordshire Police Authority, the Local Government Association,
Staffordshire Parish Councils Association, parish and town councils in the county, Members
of Parliament with constituencies in the county, Members of the European Parliament for the
West Midlands Region, and the headquarters of the main political parties. We placed a
notice in the local press, issued a press release and invited Staffordshire County Council to
publicise the review further. The closing date for receipt of submissions (the end of Stage
One) was 28 October 2002.
19 At Stage Two we considered all the submissions received during Stage One and
prepared our draft recommendations.
20 We are currently at Stage Three. This stage, which began on 28 May 2003 and will end
on 21 July 2003, involves publishing the draft proposals in this report and public consultation
on them. We take this consultation very seriously and it is therefore important that all
those interested in the review should let us have their views and evidence, whether or
not they agree with these draft proposals.
21 During Stage Four we will reconsider the draft recommendations in the light of the Stage
Three consultation, decide whether to modify them, and submit final recommendations to
The Electoral Commission. The Electoral Commission will decide whether to accept, modify
or reject our final recommendations. If The Electoral Commission accepts the
recommendations, with or without modification, it will make an Order and decide when any
changes come into effect.
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2

Current electoral arrangements

22 The county of Staffordshire comprises the eight districts of Cannock Chase, East
Staffordshire, Lichfield, Newcastle under Lyme, South Staffordshire, Stafford, Staffordshire
Moorlands, and Tamworth.
23 Staffordshire is in the centre of England, and is bounded by Cheshire to the north,
Derbyshire to the north-east, Warwickshire, the West Midlands and Worcestershire to the
south, and Shropshire to the west. Staffordshire covers an area of 262,355 hectares. The
unitary authority of Stoke on Trent is contained within the county, and a mixture of farmland,
towns and villages makes up the south and east of the county.
24 The electorate of the county is 636,847. The Council presently has 62 members, with
one member elected from each division.
25 To compare levels of electoral inequality between divisions, we calculated, in %age
terms, the extent to which the number of electors per councillor in each division (the
councillor:elector ratio) varies from the county average. In the text which follows, this figure
may also be described using the shorthand term ‘electoral variance’.
26 At present, each councillor represents an average of 10,272 electors, which the County
Council forecasts will increase to 10,457 by the year 2006 if the present number of
councillors is maintained. However, due to demographic change and migration over the last
two decades, the number of electors per councillor in 28 of the 62 divisions varies by more
than 10% from the district average, and in 13 divisions by more than 20%. The worst
imbalance is currently in The Heaths division where the councillor represents 30% more
electors than the county average. Since 1975, the total electorate of Staffordshire (less
Stoke-on-Trent) has increased by 18% from 519,548 in 1976, to 636,847 in 2001. The most
significant growth has been in Tamworth, although South Staffordshire, Lichfield and
Stafford have seen notable growth.
27 As detailed previously, in considering the County Council’s electoral arrangements, we
must have regard to the boundaries of district wards. Following the completion of the
reviews of district warding arrangements in Staffordshire, we are therefore faced with a new
starting point for considering electoral divisions; our proposals for county divisions will be
based on the new district wards as opposed to those which existed prior to the recent
reviews. In view of the effect of these new district wards, and changes in the electorate over
the past 20 years which have resulted in electoral imbalances across the county, changes to
most, if not all, of the existing county electoral divisions are inevitable.
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Table 4: Existing electoral arrangements
Division name
(By district council area)

Number of
councillors

Electorate
2001

Variance
from average
%

Electorate
2006

Variance
from average
%

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8,828
8,639
13,086
9,995
9,931
8,490
12,854

-14
-16
27
-3
-3
-17
25

8,965
8,536
13,561
10,551
10,048
9,398
13,508

-14
-18
30
1
-4
-10
29

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10,482
9,510
8,689
9,526
12,121
11,195
9,830
9,230

2
-7
-15
-7
18
9
-4
-10

10,359
10,012
8,376
9,376
12,067
11,305
9,958
9,169

-1
-4
-20
-10
15
8
-5
-12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9,797
10,631
9,932
12,566
10,010
12,560
9,499

-5
3
-3
22
-3
22
-8

10,407
11,589
10,330
15,108
10,615
13,904
9,919

0
11
-1
44
2
33
-5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

11,316
8,483
7,503
9,292
11,132
11,346
7,413
10,760
9,803
8,152

10
-17
-27
-10
8
10
-28
5
-5
-21

11,071
8,134
7,207
8,973
10,967
11,219
7,156
10,508
9,488
8,060

6
-22
-31
-14
5
7
-32
0
-9
-23

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9,500
10,052
11,374
8,794
9,165
13,256
11,096
11,182

-8
-2
11
-14
-11
29
8
9

9,817
10,471
11,619
8,885
9,538
13,697
11,509
11,395

-6
0
11
-46
-45
-30
10
9

Cannock Chase District
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cannock
Chadsmoor
Hednesford
Norton Canes
Rugeley North
Rugeley South
The Hayes

East Staffordshire District
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Burton Tower
Burton Town
Burton Trent
Burton West
Dove
Needwood Forest
Uttoxeter Rural
Uttoxeter Urban

Lichfield District
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Burntwood Chase
Burntwood Saints
Lichfield City North
Lichfield City South
Lichfield Rural East
Lichfield Rural North
Lichfield Rural South

Newcastle Under Lyme Borough
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Audley & Chesterton
Bradwell & Porthill
Cross Heath
Keele & Silverdale
Kidsgrove
Newcastle Rural
Talke
Thistleberry
Westlands
Wolstanton

South Staffordshire District
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Brewood
Codsall
Essington
Great Wyrley
Kinver
Penkridge
Wombourne
Wrottesley
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Number of
councillors

Electorate
2001

Variance
from average
%

Electorate
2006

Variance
from average
%

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

11,284
10,698
9,393
9,904
11,702
11,274
10,502
9,657
11,597

10
4
-9
-4
14
10
2
-6
13

11,368
10,552
9,274
10,378
12,387
11,741
10,402
9,797
11,983

9
1
-11
-1
18
12
-1
-6
15

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10,572
10,672
10,372
11,636
7,872
8,971
8,820
8,688

3
4
1
13
-23
-13
-14
-15

9,878
10,202
9,573
11,055
7,457
8,359
8,710
8,307

-6
-2
-8
6
-29
-20
-17
-21

Bolebridge
Castle Liberty
Perry Crofts
The Heaths
Watling

1
1
1
1
1

13,107
9,542
7,835
13,303
12,426

28
-7
-24
30
21

14,066
10,216
8,408
13,908
13,519

35
-2
-20
33
29

Totals

62

636,847

–

648,315

–

Averages

–

–

10,272

–

10,457

Division name
(By district council area)
Stafford Borough
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Eccleshall
Gnosall
Stafford East Gate
Stafford North Gate
Stafford South Gate
Stafford Trent Valley
Stafford West Gate
Stone Rural
Stone Urban

Staffordshire Moorlands District
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Biddulph Endon
Biddulph Town
Caverswall
Cheadle Checkley
Churnet Valley
Leek North
Leek Rural
Leek South

Tamworth Borough
58
59
60
61
62

Source: Electorate figures are based on information provided by Staffordshire County Council. The 2001 figures
provided by Staffordshire County Council, due to the creation of new ward boundaries and rounding,
may differ very slightly between Table 2 and Table 4.
Note:
Each division is represented by a single councillor, and the electorate columns denote the number of
electors represented by each councillor. The ‘variance from average’ column shows how far, in %age
terms, the number of electors represented by each councillor varies from the average for the county.
The minus symbol(-) denotes a lower than average number of electors. For example, in 2001, electors
in Perry Crofts division in Tamworth were relatively over-represented by 24%, while electors in The
Hayes division in Cannock Chase were relatively under-represented by 25%. Figures have been
rounded to the nearest whole number.
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3 Submissions received
28 At the start of this review we invited members of the public and other interested parties
to write to us giving their views on the future electoral arrangements for Staffordshire County
Council.
29 During this initial stage of the review, officers from The Boundary Committee visited the
area and met officers and members of the County Council. We are grateful to all concerned
for their co-operation and assistance. We received 65 submissions during Stage One,
including county-wide schemes from the County Council and Conservative Group, all of
which may be inspected at our offices and those of the County Council.

Staffordshire County Council
30 The County Council undertook local consultation on two options before submitting its
proposed scheme and included copies of all the representations it received during this
consultation. In a number of instances the Council’s scheme reflected these local views and
preferences.
31 The County Council proposed a council of 62 members, the same number as at present,
serving 62 single-member divisions. The County Council proposed retaining the existing
council size of 62 members, having considered its internal political management
arrangements, councillors’ representative roles and their participation on partnership bodies.
It concluded that the current number of councillors was sufficient for the Council to operate
effectively. However, its scheme reallocated councillors between the constituent district
areas, so that Newcastle under Lyme borough and Staffordshire Moorlands district would
each be represented by one less councillor, with Lichfield district and Tamworth borough
each represented by one more councillor. This reallocation would provide for the correct
level of representation per district area under a council size of 62.
32 Under its proposals, the County Council secured a very high level of electoral equality,
with only two of the 62 proposed divisions varying by more than 10% from the county
average by 2006, and no division varying by more than 20%. However, its scheme would
only provide for 35% coterminosity (22 out of the 62 divisions). Furthermore, a number of its
proposed divisions would combine urban and more rural areas.

The Conservative Group
33 The Conservative Group on the council submitted a county-wide scheme based on 62
members and the same number of single-member divisions. Its scheme would result in four
divisions with electoral variances over 10% of the county average number of electors per
councillor. Therefore its proposals would have low electoral variances, but would provide
40% coterminosity.

District and borough councils
34 Cannock Chase District Council stated that it noted the submission of the County
Council.
35 Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council did not object to the reduction of county
councillors representing its area. However, it was opposed to the County Council’s
‘mathematical exercise’, and put forward an alternative proposal for Newcastle under Lyme
borough, which it claimed, took more account of ‘local ties.’
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36 South Staffordshire District Council supported the County Council’s proposals for
Brewood, Codsall and Perton divisions, but put forward alternative proposals for the
remaining five divisions. It opposed the County Council’s proposals to split Essington, to
separate the parishes of Shareshill and Sarendon, and to remove Penn Common from the
Wombourne division.
37 Staffordshire Moorlands District Council supported the County Council’s proposals for
Staffordshire Moorlands, and stated the proposals would reflect Moorland communities.

Parish and town councils
38 We received responses from the Staffordshire Parish Council Association and 24 parish
and town councils. Staffordshire Parish Council Association stated that there ought to be an
increase in councillors given the large rural areas which they have to cover, and expressed
concern over the County Council’s proposals to split parishes and wards and mix urban and
rural areas. In Cannock Chase district, Rugeley Town Council contended that new housing
developments in Rugeley had not been taken into account in the County Council’s 2006
electorate figures. It also proposed a clearer boundary to divide Western Springs ward,
which would transfer 194 electors from Rugeley West to Rugeley East division.
39 In East Staffordshire district, Rolleston on Dove Parish Council objected to the parish
being joined with the urban area of Burton, and expressed a preference to be in a rural
division with other villages. Uttoxeter Rural Parish Council opposed the County Council’s
proposal to split the parish, and stated that the current boundaries should be retained.
Uttoxeter Town Council contended that the population of Uttoxeter is growing, and objected
to the County Council’s proposal to split Uttoxeter into two divisions and link it with distant
rural areas with which it has no links. It proposed that the whole town of Uttoxeter should be
in one division, as under the existing arrangements. Yoxall Parish Council was opposed to
the County Council’s proposal to link Yoxall with Uttoxeter, and stated that the current
arrangements should be retained.
40 Lichfield City Council acknowledged that part of the city would have to be included in a
division with outlying areas, and put forward an alternative proposal for Lichfield city which
would avoid further dividing a city ward.
41 In Newcastle under Lyme borough, Betley Balterley & Wrinehill Parish Council stated
that it would prefer to remain in a rural division rather than be included in an urban or semiurban area.
42 In South Staffordshire district, Cheslyn Hay Parish Council objected to the proposals of
South Staffordshire District Council to split Cheslyn Hay and Great Wyrley, and supported
the County Council’s proposals for its area. Essington Parish Council objected to the County
Council’s proposal to split Essington village and parish between two divisions. Great Wyrley
Parish Council proposed that the parish should not be split, but be included in one division,
to better reflect community identity. However, it stated that it would not be opposed to being
joined with adjacent areas in order to secure electoral equality. Lapley, Stretton & Wheaton
Aston Parish Council stated that it had no more affinity with Penkridge, than with Brewood,
but objected to the large geographic size of the County Council’s proposed Brewood
division.
43 In Stafford Borough, Church Eaton Parish Council was concerned over the County
Council’s proposals link the parish with the urban Stafford area, and stated that it would
prefer to be in a division with other rural areas such as Seighford, Woodseaves or Gnosall.
Gnosall Parish Council opposed the County Council’s proposals in its area, and contended
that a single councillor may not be able to manage some of the large rural divisions.
Haughton Parish Council objected to the County Council’s proposed Castle division, due to
the mixture within it of urban and rural, and parished and non-parished, communities.
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Ingestre with Tixall Parish Council contended that rural divisions should have fewer electors
than urban areas, in order that councillors could provide the same level of service.
Swynnerton Parish Council objected to the County Council’s proposals for its area and
stated it wished to retain its existing links with Eccleshall, rather than be included in a
division with Barlaston, Oulton or Tittensor with which it has no affinity.
44 In Staffordshire Moorlands district, Alstonefield Parish Council stated that it broadly
supported the County Council’s proposal for the district. Cheadle Town Council supported
the County Council’s proposals. Cheddleton Parish Council objected to the County Council’s
proposal to reduce the number of county councillors serving the large rural area of
Staffordshire Moorlands district. Forsbrook Parish Council hoped that the review would not
jeopardise the work of parish councillors and the support of their county councillor. Horton
Parish Council supported the County Council’s proposals for a division consisting of Leek
North, Horton, Dane, Manifold, Hamps Valley and Ipstones. Quarnford Parish Council
opposed the County Council’s proposal to reduce the number of county councillors
representing Staffordshire Moorlands area by one, and claimed that, as a result, electors’
views would not be adequately represented, due to differences between the constituent
areas of the county. Wetton Parish Council stated it would like to retain the status quo as
regards electoral boundaries.

Other submissions
45 We received a further 34 submissions from local political parties, councillors,
associations, and local residents.
46 Cannock Chase Conservative Association submitted proposals for the Cannock Chase
area, which would result in electoral variances all below 10% by 2006, and 43%
coterminosity. Cannock Branch Labour Party supported Staffordshire County Council’s
proposals for Cannock Chase. Heath Hayes & Wimblebury Branch Labour Party submitted
proposals for the Cannock Chase area, which were broadly similar to the County Council’s
proposals. Councillor Faulkner opposed the County Council’s proposal to divide Cannock
Town, which he argued ought to be kept in one division. One local resident proposed that
Cannock West and Cannock South wards form one division, rather than a division made up
of Cannock West and Cannock North wards, which have no community ties. Four local
residents were opposed to the Wolverhampton Road area being included in a division with
the Norton Canes area, with which they argued it had no links.
47 Burton Conservative Association objected to the County Council’s proposals, and
claimed they ignored community links and natural boundaries, commenting that they
provided ‘a serious mismatch of urban and rural’ areas. It therefore submitted its own
proposals for the East Staffordshire area. Borough Councillor Trelinski opposed the County
Council’s proposals for East Staffordshire, and argued that Rolleston on Dove should form a
division linked with Stretton, Anslow and Tutbury. Rolleston on Dove Civic Trust objected to
the County Council’s proposals for the Rolleston area, to include Rolleston on Dove in a
division with part of the urban area of Burton, and proposed that the existing boundaries
remain in place.
48 County Councillor Lewis stated that Hamstall Ridware parish in Lichfield district should
be included in a division with the other Ridware villages, and that Streethay should be
included in Lichfield Rural North division.
49 Newcastle Staffordshire Liberal Democrats submitted the original County Council
consultation scheme for Newcastle under Lyme. All their proposed nine divisions would not
vary by more than 10% from the county average number of electors per councillor, and their
scheme would provide 56% coterminosity. Borough and Parish Councillor Cornes opposed
the County Council’s initial proposals to split Audley parish. Borough Councillor Clark and
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eight local residents expressed support for the Newcastle Liberal Democrat’s proposals for
Newcastle under Lyme.
50 South Staffordshire District Councillor Hampson stated that the status quo should be
maintained, so communities are not split.
51 Stafford Councillor Wakefield (who is also Mayor of Stone) supported the County
Council’s proposals overall, but expressed concern about combining part of Stone town with
rural areas. Councillor Fairbanks objected to the County Council’s proposal to split Aston
parish between two divisions. County Councillor Simpson supported the County Council
proposals for the Stafford area, also noting that in order to secure good electoral equality,
part of the rural area has to be combined with part of the urban area, as Stafford town is
entitled to 4.5 councillors overall. Castle Community Partnership opposed the County
Council proposal to include part of Rowley ward in Castle division, and stated that Highfields
& Western Downs and Rowley wards should be included in one division. A local resident put
forward his own scheme for Stafford, which would be more coterminous than the County
Council’s proposals, and would keep the urban areas together in urban divisions. He
objected to the County Council’s approach of rigidly ensuring that the variances are within
10%, which results in the splitting of wards and parishes. However, under his scheme
Stafford town area would be under-represented. Councillor Stamp expressed concern
regarding the County Council’s proposals for a division based on Church Eaton, Seighford,
Tillington and Rowley wards, and also put forward the Stone Liberal Democrat’s scheme for
Stafford. The scheme would provide 11% coterminosity, and one division (Stone) would be
10% over the county average number of electors per councillor.
51 Staffordshire Moorlands Conservative Association and County Councillors Hawkins and
Heath, all supported the County Council’s proposals for Staffordshire Moorlands.
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4

Analysis and draft recommendations

52 We have not finalised our conclusions on the electoral arrangements for Staffordshire
County Council and welcome comments from all those interested relating to the proposed
division boundaries, number of councillors, and division names. We will consider all the
evidence submitted to us during the consultation period before preparing our final
recommendations.
53 As with our reviews of districts, our primary aim in considering the most appropriate
electoral arrangements for Staffordshire is to achieve electoral equality. In doing so we have
regard to section 13(5) of the Local Government Act 1992 (as amended) – the need to
secure effective and convenient local government, and reflect the identities and interests of
local communities; and secure the matters referred to in paragraph 3(2)(a) of Schedule 11 to
the Local Government Act 1972 (equality of representation). Schedule 11 to the Local
Government Act 1972 refers to the number of electors per councillor being ‘as nearly as
may be, the same in every division of the county’.
54 In relation to Schedule 11, our recommendations are not intended to be based solely on
existing electorate figures, but also on estimated changes in the number and distribution of
local government electors likely to take place over the next five years. We must also have
regard to the desirability of fixing identifiable boundaries and maintaining local ties, and to
the boundaries of district wards.
55 We have discussed in Chapter One the additional parameters which apply to reviews of
county council electoral arrangements and the need to have regard to the boundaries of
district wards and in order to achieve coterminosity. In addition, our approach is to ensure
that, having reached conclusions on the appropriate number of councillors to be elected to
the county council, each district council area is allocated the number of county councillors to
which it is entitled.
56 It is therefore impractical to design an electoral scheme which results in exactly the
same number of electors per councillor in every division of a county.
57 We accept that the achievement of absolute electoral equality for an authority as a whole
is likely to be unattainable, especially when also seeking to achieve coterminosity in order to
facilitate convenient and effective local government. There must be a degree of flexibility.
However, our approach, in the context of the statutory criteria, is that such flexibility must be
kept to a minimum. Accordingly, we consider that, if electoral imbalances are to be
minimised, the aim of electoral equality should be the starting point in any review. We
therefore strongly recommend that, in formulating electoral schemes, local authorities and
other interested parties should make electoral equality their starting point, and then make
adjustments to reflect relevant factors such as the boundaries of district wards and
community identity. Five-year forecasts of changes in electorate must also be taken into
account and we would aim to recommend a scheme which provides improved electoral
equality over this five-year period.

Electorate forecasts
58 Since 1975 there has been an 18% increase in the electorate of Staffordshire County
Council. The County Council submitted electorate forecasts for the year 2006, projecting an
increase in the electorate of 1.8% from 636,805 to 648,313 over the five-year period from
2001 to 2006. It expects most of the growth to be in Lichfield and Tamworth. However, it
also forecasts a decline in electorate in Staffordshire Moorlands and Newcastle under Lyme.
In order to prepare these forecasts, the Council estimated rates and locations of housing
development with regard to structure and local plans, the expected rate of building over the
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five-year period and assumed occupancy rates. Advice from the County Council on the likely
effect on electorates of changes to division boundaries has been obtained.
59 Rugeley Town Council noted that it appeared two planning applications for new housing
developments in the town had not been taken into consideration as part of the County
Council’s projected electorate figures. We note the concern expressed by Rugeley Town
Council. However, following correspondence with the County Council on this matter, we
note that one of the development sites was included in the Council’s submission, and the
second was not received until several weeks after the electorate projection work was
undertaken. We recognise that a cut-off point has to be established for considering planning
applications in projected electorate figures, and that amending one ward projection would
have a knock-on effect on other wards. Therefore, we consider the County Council’s
electorate projections to be as accurate as is possible, given the constraints of the review.
60 Uttoxeter Town Council questioned the County Council’s projected electorate figures for
the two Uttoxeter wards of Heath and Town, the total electorate for which it claimed would
rise more quickly by 2006. However, we note that the County Council’s projected electorate
figures take account of future developments, the death rate and migration patterns, and if
we adjusted the projected electorate figures, it would have a knock-on effect on all the other
wards. Therefore, as stated above, we consider the figures provided by the County Council
to be as accurate as possible.
61 We had difficulty in obtaining from the County Council, the required 2001 electorate
figures for its scheme. We note the difficulties that the County Council experienced
collecting and producing the 2001 electorate figures based on the new district and borough
wards. We requested additional information and clarification of the 2001 figures for the new
wards, provided by the Council. It stated that East Staffordshire, Lichfield, South
Staffordshire, Stafford, and Staffordshire Moorlands district councils were unable to provide
2001 electorate figures based on the new wards. Therefore, the County Council estimated
the 2001 electorate figures for the five districts from the 1999 electorate, and each district’s
total electorate for 2001. We note that the figures listed in Table 2: Draft Recommendations
for Staffordshire, and Table 4: Existing electoral arrangements, differ very slightly due to
rounding, however we accept that as the difference between the totals is so small (42
electors), the electoral variances are not affected.
62 We know that forecasting electorates is difficult and, having considered the County
Council’s figures, accept that they are the best estimates that can reasonably be made at
this time.

Council size
63 As explained earlier, we now require justification for any council size proposed, whether
it is an increase, decrease, or retention of the existing council size.
64 Staffordshire County Council presently has 62 members. At Stage One the County
Council proposed a council of 62 members, which is the existing council size. The County
Council initially considered ‘that it is appropriate for the County Council to continue at 62
members’ because ‘although the new political changes have resulted in changes in methods
of working, the overall workloads of elected members has not significantly altered.’ It stated
that ’62 members has proved an effective size of Council within the new political
arrangements’ and ‘any reduction in the number of Councillors….may increase the workload
of Councillors’ and reduce the numbers of potential candidates. The County Council also
noted that ‘a consensus between the political groups on the preferred size of the County
Council has been demonstrated.’
65 We carefully considered the County Council’s proposal. However, we judged that we did
not receive adequate evidence in its Stage One submission to enable us to make an
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informed decision as to whether the current number of councillors is insufficient to execute
the Council’s functions and whether or not retaining the existing number of councillors would
secure effective and convenient local government. Therefore we requested that the Council
provide further evidence and argumentation in support of its proposal.
66 In its further submission, the Council put forward an argument justifying 62 members,
based on the County Council’s political management structure and new constitution. The
Council described the background to its existing council size, which was reduced by 20 in
1997, following the creation of Stoke on Trent unitary authority. ‘In November 1999, in
anticipation of the Local government Act 2000,…,the County Council established an interim
scheme of Cabinet Government (sic).’ ‘Executive powers were exercised by group
committees which set (sic) alongside the Cabinet.’ The Council stated that on average, each
member ‘served on at least three committees and on those committees’ sub-committees.
This resulted in members spending a disproportionate amount of their time in committee
meetings, leaving little time for their constituency work.’ Following consultation the County
Council ‘adopted a new constitution’ based on ‘a Leader and Cabinet form of Executive.’
67 The County Council described the political management of the Council, the members of
which meet six times a year. The Executive comprises ‘the Leader of the Council and the
nine member Cabinet’, and meets every two weeks. The County Council also described how
six ‘Scrutiny Committees have been established for the Cultural and Recreational Services,
Development Services, Education, Policy and Resources and Social Services and latterly
Health.’ It stated that these committees have between 12 and 21 members. ‘The County
Council also has a Planning Committee and a Regulatory Committee of 16 members each
and a Standards Committee of four members.’
68 The County Council described the representative roles of the members ‘representing the
Authority in its relationship with other bodies, and representing their own County Electoral
Division and their constituents.’ The members represent the Council on local strategic
partnerships, the Staffordshire Police Authority, Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire Fire
Authority, and the Staffordshire Probation Board, plus approximately 50 other outside
national and local bodies.
69 The Council stated that it is important ‘that if the Council are to attract young Councillors,
in particular, it must be possible for Councillors to be able to hold down a full time job’ and
therefore ‘workloads should not become so excessive that they will exclude people’.
70 We note that ‘the County Council established the Committee structure based around the
available number of members’. The County Council stated that 48 members fill the 69
places on Scrutiny Committees, and 36 members are on the Planning, Regulatory and
Standards Committees. It acknowledges that it would ‘be possible to review the number of
places on Scrutiny Committees’, however ‘the County Council feel that 12 (13) members is
an optimum size. To either reduce, or indeed increase, this number would be likely to affect
the effectiveness of these committees. Such a change could detract from the ability to
appoint small working parties to investigate various matters and report to the appropriate
Scrutiny Committee and to the Executive’.
71 The County Council concluded that in ‘establishing the new political management
structure’ it ‘ had a very clear focus on the different roles of committees and the number
needed to discharge those roles effectively’. The County Council considered that any
reduction in the current council size of 62 ‘would overburden members to the extent that
both the management and representative roles would be put at risk’. It also stated that
conversely, ‘any increase in size could lead to the appointment of large, ineffective,
committees’. The existing structure has been established around the current number of
members, effective numbers for each committee, and a reasonable workload for each
councillor.
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72 Gnosall Parish Council stated that the County Council appeared to have decided to keep
a 62 member council solely on the basis of ‘what is convenient and fits into its new system
of cabinets and committees. It does not appear to have considered whether the needs of the
electorate might be better served by a different number of councillors’, although the Parish
Council understood that the Boundary Committee expects proposals for council size to be
based on the role of councillors in the new internal management structure.
73 Staffordshire Parish Councils’ Association expressed concern regarding the County
Council’s proposal to retain the current allocation of 62 county councillors, in light of the vast
rural areas some councillors will cover.
74 We have considered all the information the Council submitted in support of its proposed
council size and we are grateful for the co-operation we have received to our requests for
further evidence and argumentation. The evidence and argumentation the County Council
provided, persuaded us that it has made a detailed study of the requirements of governance
under its new political structure and considered its experience of operating within the new
political management structure. Therefore it has reached a balanced conclusion on the
appropriate council size to secure effective and convenient local government for
Staffordshire. We consider that the County Council has provided substantial evidence to
support its argument to retain the existing council size, which would provide effective
numbers for each committee, and a reasonable workload for each councillor, as well as
enabling members to fulfil their representative roles.
75 We have also noted that there was consensus between the political groups on the
Council that the existing council size should be retained. We further note the concerns of
Gnosall Parish Council regarding the County Council’s decision to retain a 62 member
council. However, as the Parish Council acknowledged, we do expect arguments for council
size to be justified by the Council’s political management structure, and we consider that the
County Council has provided sufficient argumentation to justify a council size of 62. We also
note Staffordshire Parish Councils’ Association concern over the large rural divisions of
some councillors, however, rural sparsity alone is not a strong enough argument to
determine council size.
76 We have been persuaded by the evidence and argumentation received that sufficient
consideration has been given to the roles undertaken by councillors within the political
management structure in addition to their representative roles, both on external partnership
bodies and within their community areas. We have noted the County Council’s view that any
reduction in the number of councillors ‘would overburden members to the extent that both
the management and representative roles would be put at risk,’ and that ‘any increase in
size could lead to the appointment of large ineffective committees’. Therefore, having looked
at the size and distribution of the electorate, the geography and other characteristics of the
area, together with the responses received, we conclude that the achievement of electoral
equality and the statutory criteria would best be met by a council of 62 members.

Electoral arrangements
77 We have carefully considered all the representations received, including the county-wide
schemes from the County Council and the Conservative Group. We note that the County
Council’s scheme provides for excellent electoral equality, with just two divisions varying by
more than 10% from the county average councillor:elector ratio by 2006. However its
proposals would result in 35% coterminosity, as wards and parishes have been split and
large urban areas combined with rural areas in order to achieve this high level of electoral
equality. The Conservative Group’s proposal would provide a slightly improved level of
coterminosity of 40%, with four divisions varying by more than 10%. No two-member wards
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were proposed, and no proposals were put forward for a specific alternative council size. A
number of proposals for particular district areas were submitted by local political parties and
district councils, which differed from the County Council’s proposed boundaries. We also
received objections to the County Council’s proposals to split urban areas such as Cannock,
Lichfield, Stafford, Stone and Uttoxeter, and include parts of towns in rural divisions.
78 We acknowledge the difficulties faced in seeking to address the electoral inequality in
Staffordshire, and recognise the County Council’s attempts to improve electoral equality in
many areas within the county. However, there would remain a relatively high degree of noncoterminous divisions in some areas, particularly in Cannock Chase, Lichfield, South
Staffordshire, Stafford and Tamworth, compared to other districts in the county. While the
achievement of coterminosity will normally be secondary to the achievement of electoral
equality, there may be exceptions. In an urban area, for example, we may consider that an
electoral imbalance in one division might be justified if it facilitated both the appropriate
number of county councillors for the district and coterminosity between the boundaries of
district wards and electoral divisions throughout the remainder of the district area. We have
concluded that better coterminosity could be achieved throughout the county and have
therefore developed a scheme, based on a council size of 62, adopting some elements of
the schemes received, including those from the County Council, the Conservative Group,
Cannock Chase Conservative Association, South Staffordshire District Council, and a local
resident, as well as some of our own proposals. Overall, our draft recommendations would
secure 71% coterminosity although 14 divisions would vary by more than 10%, and two by
more than 20% by 2006.
79 For county division purposes, the eight district areas in the county are considered in turn,
as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Cannock Chase (page 31)
East Staffordshire (page 34)
Lichfield (page 38)
Newcastle under Lyme (page 40)
South Staffordshire (page 44)
Stafford (page 47)
Staffordshire Moorlands (page 53)
Tamworth (page 55)

80 Details of our draft recommendations are set out in Tables 1 and 2, and illustrated in
Appendix A and on the large maps.

Cannock Chase district
81 Under the current arrangements, the district of Cannock Chase is represented by seven
county councillors, serving the seven divisions of Cannock, Chadsmoor, Hednesford, Norton
Canes, Rugeley North, Rugeley South, and The Hayes. The number of electors represented
by each councillor varies by more than 10% from the county average in three divisions, and
by more than 20% in two divisions. The worst electoral imbalances are in Hednesford
division which is under-represented by 27% (30%) by 2006), and The Hayes division which
is under-represented by 25%. (29% by 2006). Overall, relative to the size of the electorate in
the rest of the county, Cannock Chase district is represented by the correct number of
county councillors under a council size of 62.
82 During Stage One, the County Council submitted a scheme for seven single-member
divisions in Cannock Chase, five of which were non-coterminous, resulting in just 29%
coterminosity. In the south of the district, the County Council submitted a Norton Canes
division comprising Cannock South and Norton Canes wards. In the west of the district, it
proposed a Cannock division based on Cannock North and Cannock West wards. The
Council acknowledged that its proposals would split Cannock town, but considered that its
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proposals ‘best meet community affinities in the district as a whole’. The County Council
proposed a Hednesford North division, composed of Hednesford Green Heath and
Hednesford North wards, and part of Rawnsley ward (north of the point where Cannock
Wood parish boundary meets New Hayes Road, and then the boundary would run westward
along New Hayes Road and then Cannock Wood Road, before skirting south of the
buildings south of Littleworth Road, and less the area west of Rawnsley Road). The County
Council’s Heath Hayes division would consist of Hawks Green and Heath Hayes East &
Wimblebury wards, and part of Rawnsley ward (south of the point where Cannock Wood
parish boundary meets New Hayes Road, and then the boundary would run westward along
New Hayes Road and then Cannock Wood Road, before skirting the buildings south of
Littleworth Road). It proposed a Hednesford Central division comprising Cannock East and
Hednesford South wards, and part of Rawnsley ward (the area to the west of Rawnsley
Road). In the north of the district the Council proposed Rugeley West division comprising
Etching Hill & The Heath ward and part of Western Springs ward (north of Church Street and
Station Road). Finally in the north east, the Council proposed a Rugeley East division based
on Brereton & Ravenhill and Hagley wards, and part of Western Springs ward (south of
Church Street and Station Road). Under the County Council’s proposals, only two divisions
would vary by more than 10% from the county average in 2006.
83 Cannock Chase District Council stated that it had noted the County Council’s proposals.
84 Cannock Chase Conservative Association submitted proposals for seven single-member
divisions covering the whole district of Cannock Chase. In the Rugeley area its proposals
were identical to the Council’s, but the remaining five divisions differed from the County
Council’s proposals. It proposed a Hednesford East division, comprising Hawks Green ward,
Rawnsley ward, and part of Hednesford South ward, and a Hednesford Town Centre
division comprising Hednesford Green Heath and Hednesford North wards and part of
Hednesford South ward. Hednesford South ward would be split so that polling district HS2
and part of polling district HS3 (the area west of Uxbridge Street and part of Hill Street and
north of Lower Road and Old Hednesford Road) would be included in Hednesford Town
Centre division, and the remainder of the ward would be in Hednesford East division.
Cannock Chase Conservative Association proposed a Chadsmoor division comprising
Cannock East and Cannock North wards, and a Cannock Villages division comprising Heath
Hayes East & Wimblebury and Norton Canes wards. This would allow for the formation of a
Cannock Town Centre division comprising Cannock South and Cannock West wards, and
would avoid splitting the town. Under the Conservative Association’s proposals, all divisions
would be within 10% of the county average by 2006, and the proposals would provide for
43% coterminosity.
85 The Conservative Group’s proposals for Cannock Chase were the same as those of
Cannock Chase Conservative Association, and both organisations agreed that Cannock and
Hednesford should both be in single county divisions. However, the one difference would be
that Hawks Green ward (under the Conservative Group’s scheme) would be in a division
with Norton Canes ward, as opposed to Heath Hayes East & Wimblebury ward as proposed
by the Cannock Chase Conservative Association. This slight difference would result in just
1% difference between electoral variances in the two divisions.
86 The Cannock Branch Labour Party submitted a scheme for Cannock Chase district,
which was identical to the County Council’s proposals for the district.
87 Heath Hayes and Wimblebury Branch Labour Party submitted electoral figures for a
scheme for Cannock Chase, although some of the figures differed slightly from the Council’s
and no map was provided. However, from their description we concluded that their
proposals were overall the same as those of the County Council.
88 Rugeley Town Council stated that the boundary between Rugeley East and Rugeley
West divisions proposed by the County Council should be amended slightly so that the small
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area of seven small roads in Western Springs ward, containing 194 electors, to the north
west of Station Road, west of the River Trent and east of the cemetery, be transferred from
the County Council’s Rugeley West division, and into Rugeley East division.
89 Councillor Faulkner argued that Cannock town centre should be in one division, as the
existing boundaries already cause confusion by dividing the town. He argued that the
County Council’s proposals would make the situation worse, by including additional areas of
the town in the more rural Norton Canes division. Four residents of Cannock all objected to
the County Council’s proposal to include Cannock South ward, in particular the
Wolverhampton Road area, in a division with Norton Canes. They all argued that living so
close to the town centre, they have no ties with Norton Canes, and would prefer to be in the
Cannock division. Another local resident objected to the County Council’s proposal to
include Cannock West ward in a division with Cannock North ward, as the two wards do not
have any local ties, and put forward a division made up of Cannock West and Cannock
South as ‘a more sensible county seat.’
90 Having carefully considered all the representations received during Stage One, we have
noted that while the County Council’s scheme, supported by Cannock Branch Labour Party
and Heath Hayes & Wimblebury Branch Labour Party, would secure good electoral equality,
it would not provide for a high level of coterminosity between division and district ward
boundaries. We also noted the opposition against the County Council scheme for Cannock
Chase, expressed by the Conservative Group, Cannock Chase Conservative Association,
Councillor Faulkner and local residents. We therefore propose building on Cannock Chase
Conservative Association’s scheme, and incorporating our own modifications, in order to
achieve an improved level of coterminosity and a better reflection of community identity.
91 We note that in the east and centre of the district, the County Council and two local
Labour parties proposed a Heath Hayes division and a Hednesford North division which
would provide good levels of electoral equality (6% and 3% respectively in 2006), but would
result in the parished Rawnsley ward being split. The Conservative Group put forward
proposals for a Heath Hayes & Rawnsley division and a Hednesford division which would
divide Hednesford parish. We also noted that Cannock Chase Conservative Association put
forward an alternative proposal which would also split Hednesford South ward between the
two divisions, in place of Rawnsley ward. We do not propose adopting any of these
proposals, as they would result in the further warding of either Rawnsley parish or
Hednesford parish which we do not believe would facilitate effective and convenient local
government. Furthermore, in our view, the Heath Hayes East & Wimblebury ward villages
would be better linked with Norton Canes village than with Rawnsley and Hednesford South
wards, as they are linked by Wimblebury Road. Therefore, in order to avoid further dividing
any parishes, to better reflect local communities, and to provide for more identifiable
boundaries, we propose to include Hawks Green, Hednesford Green Heath, Hednesford
North, Hednesford South and Rawnsley wards in a two-member division of Hednesford and
Rawnsley. No wards would be split, which would secure good coterminosity, and the
number of electors in our proposed division would vary from the county average initially by
5% (8% in 2006).
92 In the north of the district, we have noted that there is agreement between the County
Council, Cannock Chase Conservative Association, the Conservative Group, Cannock
Branch Labour Party and Heath Hayes & Wimblebury Branch Labour Party, that Western
Springs ward should be split in order to create Rugeley East and Rugeley West divisions.
These divisions would secure good electoral equality. We also note the broad support to
split the ward from Rugeley Town Council. We therefore propose to adopt the County
Council’s proposals for the Rugeley area, which result in two single-member divisions of
Brereton & Ravenhill and Etching Hill & Heath, which both vary initially by 17% and 8%
(10% and 10% by 2006) from the county average electorate. Two new parish wards of
Western Springs North and Western Springs South would also be created by the proposals.
We recognise that we have adopted a different approach in this area to that in Hednesford
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and Rawnsley. We considered the potential for a two-member division in the Rugeley area.
However, we felt that it would result in a geographically large division. In any event, there
was a high level of consensus among interested parties over the most appropriate electoral
arrangements for this area on which we sought to build.
93 In the west and south of the district, we note the concern expressed by Cannock Chase
Conservative Association, the Conservative Group, the Liberal Democrat Group (as stated
in the County Council’s submission), Councillor Faulkner, and five local residents, regarding
the County Council’s proposals to split Cannock town centre, and to include part of Cannock
town with Norton Canes ward. The County Council stated that although Cannock town
centre is split between two electoral divisions ‘various alternatives were discussed and the
proposals are considered to best meet community affinities’. The County Council did not put
forward any other argumentation for these proposals. It acknowledged that although several
political groups supported their proposals, the Conservative Group and Liberal Democrat
Group had both voiced their opposition to the proposals. Having considered all the
representations received, our draft recommendations aim to keep Cannock town centre
together in order to secure a better reflection of community identity and interests, whilst
keeping electoral variances within 10%. We therefore propose a new Cannock Town Centre
division, comprising Cannock South and Cannock West wards. This proposal takes account
of the views of Cannock Chase Conservative Association, the Conservative Group, the
Liberal Democrat Group (as referred to in the County Council’s submission), Councillor
Faulkner, and five local residents. We also propose to keep the remainder of Cannock
together in a new Chadsmoor division, comprising Cannock East and Cannock North wards.
94 Under our draft recommendations the single-member Brereton & Ravenhill and Cannock
Town Centre divisions would vary from the county average number of electors per councillor
by 17% and 8% (10% and 8% in 2006). The single-member Cannock Villages and
Chadsmoor divisions would vary from the county average by 3% and 9% (3% and 5% in
2006). The single-member Etching Hill & The Heath and two-member Hednesford &
Rawnsley divisions would vary by 8% and 5% respectively (10% and 8% in 2006). Four of
the six divisions would be formed from whole ward districts, resulting in a 67% level of
coterminosity. Our draft proposals are illustrated on the large map, and Map 3.

East Staffordshire borough
95 Under the current arrangements, the borough of East Staffordshire is represented by
eight county councillors serving the eight divisions of Burton Tower, Burton Town, Burton
Trent, Burton West, Dove, Needwood Forest, Uttoxeter Rural, and Uttoxeter Urban. Two
divisions currently vary by more than 10%, with the worst imbalances in Burton Trent
division which is over-represented by 15% and Dove division which is under-represented by
18%. Overall, relative to the size of the electorate in the rest of the county, East
Staffordshire is represented by the correct number of councillors under a council size of 62.
96 The County Council submitted proposals for eight single-member divisions, which would
result in no division varying by more than 10% from the average for the county, initially and
by 2006, and would provide for 50% coterminosity. The Council noted that the electorate in
Burton upon Trent would be entitled to be represented by 4.6 councillors and the remaining
area entitled to be represented by 3.4 councillors under a council size of 62. Therefore, in
order to maintain good electoral equality, some rural and urban areas would have to be
combined in a division.
97 In the north west of the borough the Council proposed an Uttoxeter North division
comprising a part of Abbey ward (less area south of Uttoxeter and East of Lower Loxley),
Churnet, Heath and Weaver wards, and an Uttoxeter South division comprising a part of
Abbey ward (area south of Uttoxeter and East of Lower Loxley), Bagots, Crown, Town, and
Yoxall wards. This would result in the town of Uttoxeter being split between two divisions.
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The Council stated that it looked into an alternative arrangement of retaining Uttoxeter in a
single division, but decided that this would also result in a rural division in the surrounding
area, which it considered would be too large for one councillor to represent effectively if
good electoral equality was also to be achieved. In the north east of the borough the Council
proposed a Tutbury & Horninglow division comprising Horninglow and Tutbury & Outwoods
wards. The Council also proposed a Rolleston & Stretton division comprising part of Burton
ward (north of Horninglow Street), and Rolleston on Dove and Stretton wards. In the south
of the borough the Council proposed a Needwood Forest division comprising Branston and
Needwood wards. In the urban east of the borough the Council proposed a Burton Town
division comprising part of Burton ward (south of Horninglow Street), and Eton Park and
Snoball wards. The Council’s Burton Tower division would consist of Brizlincote and Winshill
wards, and Burton Trent division would comprise Anglesey and Stapenhill wards.
98 The Conservative Group and Burton Conservative Association (the two Conservative
organisations) submitted identical schemes for the whole of East Staffordshire borough.
Both were opposed to the County Council’s proposals. Burton Conservative Association
argued that the County Council’s scheme ignored community links, crossed natural
boundaries, and mixed urban and rural areas. The two Conservative organisations proposed
a Uttoxeter division (all division names referred to are Conservative Group division names,
as Burton Conservative Association did not provide names) composed of Heath and Town
wards, which would ensure that Uttoxeter town remains in one division. The Conservative
organisations argued that Uttoxeter is a self-contained distinct community, adding that
Uttoxeter Rural parish to the division would create confusion locally regarding the
surrounding rural area. They proposed an Uttoxeter Rural division comprising Abbey,
Bagots, Churnet, and Weaver wards, and the parishes of Draycott in the Clay, and
Marchington from Crown ward. They argued that Uttoxeter Rural is made up of distinct
parishes which all have links with Uttoxeter. Their Needwood Forest division in the south
east would comprise part of Crown ward (Hanbury parish), the whole of Needwood ward,
part of Tutbury & Outwoods ward (Anslow and Outwoods parishes) and Yoxall ward. The
Conservative Group argued that Needwood and Yoxall wards, and the Outwoods and
Hanbury parishes, all share strong community links. Its proposed Dove division would
comprise Rolleston on Dove and Stretton wards, and part of Tutbury & Outwoods ward
(Tutbury parish), which Burton Conservative Association stated have ‘much in common.’
Burton West division would comprise Branston and Snoball wards, which Burton
Conservative Association stated have much in common as both are separated from the rest
of the borough by the A38 and the railway line, but which have strong road links to one
another. Burton Town division would comprise Burton, Eton Park and Horninglow wards,
which both Conservative organisations stated have strategic and community links. Their
Burton Trent division would comprise Anglesey and Stapenhill wards, which Burton
Conservative Association stated have strong community links and identities. Burton Tower
division would comprise Brizlincote and Winshill wards, which the Burton Conservative
Association described as being situated on the other side of the Trent river from the rest of
the borough, with strong community links. Under these proposals three divisions would vary
by more than 10% from the county average number of electors per councillor, and would
provide 63% coterminosity.
99 Borough Councillor Trelinski, representing Rolleston ward, opposed the County
Council’s proposals for this area, particularly the Dove division, arguing that the proposed
boundaries ‘do not correspond to natural communities of interest’. He also argued that
Rolleston is a semi-rural area with a distinctive character, with nothing in common with the
old industrial area of Burton with which it would be placed under the County Council
proposals. He noted that Stretton would also be part of the proposed division, and
contended that it too has no links with the old industrial area of Burton. Councillor Trelinski
proposed that Rolleston should be part of a division that would include Stretton, Anslow
village and Tutbury.
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100
Rolleston on Dove Parish Council expressed strong concerns over the County
Council’s proposals for the Dove division to be based on Stretton and Rolleston wards and
part of Burton ward. The Parish Council stated that it ‘cannot see any benefit’ of being in a
division with part of Burton, and considered that the status quo should be maintained, as
Rolleston has benefited from being represented by a rural councillor for the interconnected
villages. It stated that ‘keeping communities together’ is ‘more important than numbers of
electors’.
101
Rolleston Civic Trust raised similar concerns to those of Councillor Trelinski and
Rolleston on Dove Parish Council, regarding the County Council’s proposals for the Dove
division to include part of Burton ward. It maintained that Rolleston on Dove has nothing in
common with the urban area of Burton ward, which would be split as part of the proposals.
The Civic Trust stated that it would prefer the existing boundaries to be maintained in order
to keep the village communities, which have similar issues, together in one division, even if
this resulted in a higher electoral variance.
102
Uttoxeter Town Council objected to the County Council’s proposals for Uttoxeter,
which would split the town between two divisions. It argued that it is ‘unreasonable to split
the town artificially merely to satisfy a numbers game’, and the electorate of Heath and
Town wards have identical needs and interests, and therefore the status quo should be
maintained. The Town Council noted that Uttoxeter town has no affinity with Yoxall, nor with
the similarly distant Mayfield, and that distant villages are not likely to want to be forced to
assume affinity with a far-off urban area.
103
Uttoxeter Rural Parish Council also strongly objected to the County Council’s
proposals for its area, and claimed that the existing Uttoxeter Town and Uttoxeter Rural
divisions and communities cannot reasonably be split between two divisions. The Parish
Council asserted that it would like to see the existing Uttoxeter Rural boundary maintained.
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Yoxall Parish Council stated that Yoxall parish ‘has no ties or links with Uttoxeter
whatsoever’ and would like the current boundary to be maintained. The Council noted in its
submission that Councillor Corbett representing Needwood Forest ward, opposed the
proposal for a division stretching from Weaver ward in the north to Yoxall in the south.
105
We have carefully considered the representations received. We note the proposal of
the County Council to split the town of Uttoxeter in order to create two divisions of a more
geographically reasonable size. However, we also note that this proposal was opposed by
the Conservative Group, Burton Conservative Association, Uttoxeter Town Council, and
Uttoxeter Rural Parish Council, all of which argued that the Uttoxeter wards of Heath and
Town should remain in one division in view of their strong community ties and common
issues. Uttoxeter Town Council objected to the proposal for Uttoxeter to be linked with
outlying areas such as Yoxall, just to ensure the achievement of electoral equality. Electoral
equality is important. It is after all, the main reason we are undertaking this review. However,
its achievement must be tempered by other considerations, in particular, the need to reflect
community identity and interest. In our view, the County Council’s proposals for the
Uttoxeter area have given insufficient consideration to this strand of our statutory criteria.
We therefore we do not propose to endorse the County Council proposals, and instead
propose to keep Town and Heath wards in one Uttoxeter Town division, and the surrounding
rural area in a new Uttoxeter Rural division. This latter division would comprise Abbey,
Bagots, Churnet and Weaver wards. Although these two divisions would have high
councillor:elector variances of 14% and 23% respectively (in 2006), we consider this to be
justified in this particular case, in order that the identities and interests of the Uttoxeter
community can be better reflected. The Uttoxeter Rural division would be over-represented
by 23% both initially and by 2006, again, however we are of the view that this is justifiable
given that the proposed division would cover a large geographical area and that to increase
its size further would not facilitate effective and convenient local government. Furthermore,
we are of the view that the configuration of the borough boundary in this area is restrictive
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and has limited the alternative options open to us. Both divisions would be coterminous with
borough wards.
106
We note Burton Conservative Association and the Conservative Group’s (the two
Conservative organisations) proposal for a Needwood Forest division based on part of
Crown ward (Hanbury Parish), part of Tutbury & Outwoods ward (Outwoods and Anslow
parishes) and Needwood and Yoxall wards. However, we do not consider that Tutbury &
Outwoods ward in the north of the borough, has many notable links with Needwood or
Yoxall wards in the south, and note that this proposal would also create another large rural
division. Given this, and in the light of Councillor Corbett, Uttoxeter Town Council’s and
Yoxall Parish Council’s opposition to Yoxall being included in the County Council’s proposed
Uttoxeter South division, we propose basing our draft recommendations on the Council’s
proposed Needwood Forest division, but also including Yoxall ward. These arrangements
will ensure that communities which share good communication links, are kept together, and
that the division is coterminous.
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We note the opposition of Rolleston on Dove Parish Council, Rolleston Civic Trust
and Councillor Trelinski to the County Council’s proposed Rolleston and Stretton division,
which would place the village of Rolleston on Dove in a division with part of the urban Burton
ward. The two Conservative organisations put forward an alternative Dove division
comprising Rolleston on Dove and Stretton wards, and part of Tutbury & Outwoods ward
(Tutbury parish). Councillor Trelinski also supported a similar division for Rolleston. This
proposal would split Tutbury & Outwoods ward, and create the aforementioned large
Needwood Forest division. Therefore we propose a modified Tutbury division comprising
Crown, Rolleston on Dove, and Tutbury & Outwoods wards. Our proposed Tutbury division
would ensure that Rolleston on Dove is part of a rural division, not joined with urban areas,
and would be coterminous.
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Additionally, in place of the County Council’s proposed Rolleston & Stretton and
Tutbury & Horninglow divisions, we propose a new Stretton division comprising Horninglow
and Stretton wards. This proposal would unite the suburban area north of the A38 in one
division, and unlike the County Council’s proposals, would avoid linking the two wards with
the surrounding rural area. We note that the two Conservative organisations put Horninglow
ward in Burton Town division with Burton and Eton Park wards. However, we consider that
the A38 provides a clear boundary between Eton Park and Horninglow wards.
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The County Council proposed a Burton Town division based on part of Burton ward
and the whole of Eton Park and Snoball wards. We consider that this proposal provides for
some identifiable boundaries, and no alternative options were put forward besides the
Conservative organisations’ mentioned above. However, we propose to amend the County
Council’s proposals for Burton Town division so that the whole of Burton ward is included in
the division, which provides for improved coterminosity and also a better electoral variance,
as detailed below.
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Finally, there is agreement between the County Council and the two Conservative
organisations regarding Burton Trent and Burton Tower divisions, which they agree should
be broadly based on the current divisions, but coterminous with the new borough wards. We
agree that Burton Tower division would logically join the two wards of Brizlincote and
Winshill, on the edge of the district which have obvious links. Burton Trent division again is
situated on the edge of the district, and there is no alternative but to retain Anglesey and
Stapenhill wards in the same division, which would also provide good electoral equality as
detailed below.
111
Under our draft recommendations, four of the proposed eight divisions in East
Staffordshire would vary by more than 10% from the county average. The Burton Tower
division, based on the existing division of the same name, would vary from the county
average councillor:elector ratio by 1% in 2001 (5% in 2006), and the revised Burton Town
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division would vary by 2% (4% in 2006). The revised Burton Trent and Needwood Forest
divisions and the new Stretton division would vary from the county average by 0%, 16%,
18% (4%, 14%, 15% in 2006). The new Tutbury division, revised Uttoxeter Rural division
and newly named Uttoxeter Town division would vary from the county average by 13%,
23% and 10% (13%, 23% and 14% in 2006). While we recognise that our draft
recommendations would result in some higher electoral variances, we are of the view that
these are justified given the better reflection of local community identities achieved, and
given that our draft recommendations would result in 100% coterminosity with borough
wards. Our draft recommendations are illustrated on the large maps.

Lichfield district
112
Under the current arrangements, the district of Lichfield is represented by seven
county councillors, who serve seven divisions: Burntwood Chase, Burntwood Saints
Lichfield City North, Lichfield City South, Lichfield Rural East, Lichfield Rural North, and
Lichfield Rural South. The worst electoral imbalances are in Lichfield City South and
Lichfield Rural North divisions, which are both currently under-represented by 22% (44%
and 33% by 2006).Overall, under the current arrangements, relative to the size of the
electorate in the rest of the county, Lichfield district is under-represented on the County
Council. Furthermore the district’s population is projected to increase further, and therefore
we propose to allocate an additional councillor under a council size of 62, so that Lichfield
would be represented by a total of eight councillors.
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At Stage One, the County Council submitted a scheme for the Lichfield district which
comprised eight single-member divisions, none of which would vary by more than 10% from
the county average number of electors per councillor by 2006. In the west, the County
Council proposed a Burntwood North division comprising Boney Hay, and Burntwood
Central wards, and part of Chase Terrace ward (the area north of Cannock Road). The
County Council proposed a Burntwood South division comprising All Saints and Chasetown
wards, part of Chase Terrace ward (the area south of Cannock Road) and the whole of
Summerfield ward. It stated that the division boundary between Burntwood North and
Burntwood South division should not follow the ward boundary in this area, as the Cannock
Road (A5190) provided a stronger boundary. In the centre of the district the County Council
proposed a Lichfield City North division, consisting of Chadsmead and Curborough wards
and part of Stowe ward (the area north of Stowe Pool and Cathedral Rise). The County
Council also proposed a Lichfield City South division comprising Leomansley and St John’s
wards and part of Stowe ward (the area south of Stowe Pool and Cathedral Rise). It stated
that splitting Stowe ward in this way, provided a stronger boundary than using the ward
boundary. In the surrounding rural area, the Council put forward a Lichfield Rural East
division comprising Bourne Vale, Fazeley and Mease & Tame wards and part of Whittington
ward (Fisherwick and Whittington parishes). It proposed a Lichfield Rural North division
comprising Alrewas & Fradley, Boley Park and King’s Bromley wards and part of Whittington
ward (Streethay parish). The Council argued that part of Lichfield City would have to be
combined with the rural area in order to achieve electoral equality, and ‘Boley Park is
thought to be the most appropriate because of the link provided by the A38.’ It proposed a
Lichfield Rural South division comprising Hammerwich, Little Aston, Shenstone and Stonnall
wards, an arrangement very similar to the existing Lichfield Rural South division. Finally the
County Council put forward Lichfield Rural West division based on Armitage & Handsacre,
Colton & Mavesyn Ridware, Highfield and Longdon wards. These proposals would provide
25% coterminosity.
114
The Conservative Group put forward a district-wide scheme for Lichfield, which was
broadly similar to the County Council’s proposal, except that the Conservative Group did not
propose to split Chase Terrace and Stowe wards. This would result in all of Chase Terrace
ward being included in Burntwood North division, and all of Stowe ward being included in
Lichfield City North division. However, the Conservative Group did propose to divide King’s
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Bromley ward, so that Hamstall Ridware parish would be within Lichfield Rural West division
instead of Lichfield Rural North division.
115
Councillor Lewis also proposed that Hamstall Ridware parish be included in Lichfield
Rural West division, arguing that the Ridware villages have always been part of the same
division, sharing facilities such as schools, and that these cultural and social links should be
maintained.
116
Lichfield City Council acknowledged that part of the city area would have to be
included with outlying areas, in order to secure good electoral equality and to avoid underrepresenting the Lichfield city area. It expressed regret that Boley Park ward would be
included with Alrewas & Fradley and King’s Bromley wards and Streethay parish in the
County Council’s proposed Lichfield Rural North division. The City Council also opposed the
County Council’s proposals to split Stowe ward, as it was against the further division of any
city wards between divisions. Instead the City Council proposed a division comprising
Chadsmead and Curborough wards and the whole of Stowe ward, as well as another
division comprising Leomansley and St John’s wards.
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We have carefully considered the representations received. We have noted the
County Council’s proposals to split the wards of Chase Terrace and Stowe as described
above. We also note that Lichfield City Council and the Conservative Group submitted
proposals which opposed the partition of Stowe ward. We further note that incorporating the
whole of Stowe ward in Lichfield City North division would result in a variance of 4% (10% in
2006) for Lichfield City North division and consequently 24% in Lichfield City South (7% in
2006). Therefore both divisions would be within 10% variance of the county average of
electors per division by 2006, as well as being fully coterminous, so we propose to adopt
these proposals. We have also noted that the Conservative Group proposed coterminous
Burntwood North and South divisions. As the Conservative Group’s amendment to the
County Council’s proposed Burntwood North and Burntwood South divisions would affect
just 103 electors, we have decided to adopt the formers divisions in order to secure better
coterminosity.
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We note that the Conservative Group and Councillor Lewis proposed that Hamstall
Ridware parish should be included in Lichfield Rural West division. However, this would
entail King’s Bromley ward being split. There was no other support for this proposal. We
therefore propose to adopt the County Council proposals for a Lichfield Rural West division,
which would facilitate an improved level of coterminosity.
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We note that Lichfield City Council expressed concern regarding the inclusion of
Boley Park ward in Lichfield Rural North division with the surrounding rural area. However,
we agree with the County Council that it is necessary for a part of Lichfield city to be
included with the outlying area in order to achieve good electoral equality. We note that the
County Council argued Boley Park is linked to the neighbouring wards via the A38.
Therefore we propose to adopt the County Council’s proposals for Lichfield Rural North
division.
120
We also propose to adopt the County Council’s proposals for Lichfield Rural East
and Lichfield Rural South divisions as part of our draft recommendations; because they
provide for good electoral equality and coterminous boundaries, and would receive support
locally.
121
Under our draft recommendations the new Burntwood North and Burntwood South
divisions would vary from the county average by 11% and 16% (7% and 10% in 2006)
respectively. Lichfield City North division would vary by 4% (10% in 2006) and the revised
Lichfield City South division by 24% (7% in 2006). The number of electors in Lichfield Rural
East and the revised Lichfield Rural North divisions would vary from the county average by
2% (2% in 2006), and 7% (1% in 2006) respectively. The number of electors in Lichfield
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Rural South division and new Lichfield Rural West division, would vary by 11% (7% in
2006), and 2% (2% in 2006). Under our draft recommendations for Lichfield, coterminosity
would be 75%. Our draft proposals are illustrated on the large map at the back of the report.

Newcastle under Lyme borough
122
Under the current arrangements, the borough of Newcastle under Lyme comprises
10 divisions, served by 10 county councillors. There are notable electoral imbalances in the
borough with Audley & Chesterton, Bradwell & Porthill, and Cross Heath divisions varying
from the county average number of electors per councillor by 10%, 17% and 27% (6%, 22%
and 31% in 2006). Keele & Silverdale, Kidsgrove, and Newcastle Rural divisions have
electoral variances of 10%, 8% and 10% (14%, 5% and 7% in 2006). Talke, Thistleberry,
Westlands, and Wolstanton divisions vary from the county average by 28%, 5%, 5% and
21% (32%, 0%, 9% and 23% by 2006). Newcastle under Lyme would be entitled to 8.87
councillors under the projected electorate for 2006 under a council size of 62. Overall,
relative to the size of the electorate in the rest of the county, Newcastle under Lyme is
therefore over-represented and, under our draft recommendations, the borough would be
represented by nine councillors, one less than at present.
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At Stage One the County Council submitted a borough-wide scheme for Newcastle
under Lyme, a scheme which it stated took account of ‘community affinities’ following
consultation. This particularly involved the Butt Lane, Kidsgrove and Talke areas, which the
Council proposed to keep within the two divisions of Kidsgrove and Talke (14% and 13%
respectively in 2006) in order to reflect community identities, despite electoral variances over
10% and the splitting of Ravenscliffe ward between the two divisions. In all, the County
Council proposed nine single-member divisions. In the north west of the borough Audley &
Chesterton division would comprise Audley & Bignall End and Chesterton wards and part of
Halmerend ward (less Betley parish). The Council stated that this division was proposed as
a result of early consultation on its draft proposals to split Audley parish, which generated
local opposition. The County Council proposed that the remainder of the more rural area in
the south of the borough, be included in Newcastle Rural division, based on part of
Halmerend ward (Betley parish) and Loggerheads & Whitmore and Madeley wards. The
Council, according to its maps, also proposed including a very small area of Keele parish
south of the M6, in Newcastle Rural division, which would split Keele parish. The remainder
of the urban area in the east of the borough would make up the five other divisions. The
County Council proposed a Bradwell & Porthill division comprising Bradwell, Holditch and
Porthill wards, and a Wolstanton division based on May Bank and Wolstanton wards. Its
Cross Heath & Silverdale division would comprise Cross Heath, Silverdale & Knutton and
Silverdale & Parksite wards, and the northern area of Thistleberry ward (the Poolfields area,
north of Keele Road). The area of Thistleberry ward, south of the area described above,
would be included in the County Council’s proposed Keele & Westlands division, along with
Keele and Westlands wards. Finally, in the eastern edge of the borough, Newcastle South
division would comprise Clayton, Seabridge and Town wards. The County Council’s
proposals would result in a coterminosity level of 33%.
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The Conservative Group also submitted proposals for Newcastle under Lyme
borough based on nine single-member divisions. It proposed an identical Newcastle Rural
division to the County Council, except it did not propose to split the southern part of Keele
parish. The remainder of the divisions differed from the County Council’s proposals. Audley
& Chesterton division would comprise part of Audley & Bignall End ward (Bignall End
parish), and Chesterton and Holditch wards. Bradwell & Porthill division would comprise
Bradwell, and Porthill wards and the northern part of Wolstanton ward (approximately north
east of the golf course and north west of Wolstanton Retail Park). The remaining southern
half of Wolstanton ward would be included in Cross Heath & Silverdale division, together
with Cross Heath, and May Bank wards. Keele & Knutton division would consist of Keele,
Knutton, and Silverdale & Parksite wards, which the Conservative Group argued, justified a
14% electoral variance, due to the inclusion of Keele University which ‘is fast growing and
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could well provide the additional electorate to balance the situation.’ Its proposed Kidsgrove
division would consist of Kidsgrove, Newchapel and Ravenscliffe wards, the towns of which
it argued are ‘naturally placed’ to comprise a single division. Its Newcastle South division
would comprise Clayton and Seabridge wards and the eastern part of Town ward,
approximately south of King Street, east of Barrracks Road, and south east of Brook Lane
as far as Lyme Brook. It stated that these mainly urban wards have an ‘affinity’. Its Talke
division would comprise part of Audley & Bignall End ward (Audley parish ward), and
Halmerend ward (Halmerend parish) and the whole of Butt Lane and Talke wards, which all
have ‘a common environment and community interest.’ Finally, the Conservative Group
proposed a Westlands division based on Thistleberry ward, part of Town ward (the
remaining western part of Town ward), and Westlands ward. The Conservative Group
proposals for Newcastle under Lyme would result in 22% coterminosity with the ward
boundaries, with one division (Cross Heath & Silverdale) varying by more than 10% above
the county average by 2006.
125
Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council submitted a borough-wide scheme, which
was identical to the County Council proposals for Newcastle under Lyme borough.
126
Newcastle Staffordshire Liberal Democrat Executive and the Borough of Newcastle
under Lyme Liberal Democrat Group (the Liberal Democrats) submitted a borough-wide
scheme which was one of the County Council’s original draft consultation proposals, but
which was not approved by the Council. The Liberal Democrats stated that they ‘are of a
view that the original draft comes closer to meeting the requirements’ than the County
Council’s revised submission. They argued that their proposals provided better electoral
variances (all 10% or below) and improved coterminosity (56%). The only division which
would be the same as the County Council’s Stage One submission, would be Wolstanton
division on the eastern perimeter of the borough, comprising May Bank and Wolstanton
wards. In the far north of the borough, the Liberal Democrats argued that because the
County Council’s proposals for the Kidsgrove area would create two divisions overrepresented by at least 13%, this then would cause the under-representation of the other
divisions to be higher elsewhere in the borough. They proposed a coterminous Kidsgrove
division comprising Kidsgrove, Newchapel and Ravenscliffe wards, and a Talke & Audley
East division comprising Butt Lane ward, part of Audley & Bignall End ward (Bignall End
Parish ward), and Talke ward. They included the remainder of Audley & Bignall End ward
(Audley Parish ward) in a Rural division with Halmerend, Keele and Madeley wards. In the
other rural area of the borough, the Liberal Democrats proposed a Seabridge &
Loggerheads division comprising Loggerheads and Seabridge wards. They stated that
developments in Loggerheads and Whitmore ‘have caused much of the rural area to take on
a similar character to the private estates in the Seabridge area’ and the geographical size of
the two rural divisions would be easier for councillors to serve than the sole existing large
rural division. In the more urban east of the borough, the Liberal Democrats proposed a
Chesterton division comprising Chesterton and Holditch wards, and part of Cross Heath
ward (west of the A34). To the east of Chesterton division, Bradwell division would be based
on Bradwell ward, part of Cross Heath ward (east of A34) and the whole of Porthill ward.
The Liberal Democrats Silverdale & Thistleberry division would comprise Silverdale &
Knutton, Silverdale & Parksite and Thistleberry wards. Finally, their Central division would
comprise Clayton, Town and Westlands wards. The Liberal Democrat proposals would
provide a 56% level of coterminosity, and no division would vary by more than10% initially,
or by 2006.
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Councillor Cornes expressed concern over the County Council’s original proposals
for the Bignall End, Butt Lane and Talke area, as submitted by the Newcastle Liberal
Democrats. Councillor Cornes objected to these proposals as they would divide Audley
village in two, and instead proposed that the whole of Audley parish ward be placed in a
division with Halmerend ward. Councillor Cornes furthermore proposed that the boundary
for Talke and Butt Lane ward be drawn at the end of Bignall End parish ward. The Councillor
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contended that these proposals would actually improve electoral equality in the two
divisions.
128
Betley, Balterley & Wrinehill Parish Council stated that it would prefer to ‘remain
attached to a rural area rather than an urban or semi-urban‘ area, as it believed its
‘legitimate interests’ would be better served by such an arrangement.
129
Eight local residents and Borough Councillor Clarke, stated that they supported the
Newcastle Liberal Democrat proposals for nine single-member divisions in Newcastle under
Lyme.
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We have carefully considered the representations received. We have noted the
County Council proposals for Newcastle under Lyme borough, in particular for the Talke and
Kidsgrove area. The County Council proposed to keep the distinct communities in this far
north-eastern part of the borough together in two divisions of Kidsgrove (based on
Kidsgrove and Newchapel wards and part of Ravenscliffe ward) and Talke (based on Butt
Lane and Talke wards and part of Ravenscliffe ward). We note the Conservative Group and
Newcastle Liberal Democrats proposed that Kidsgrove, Newchapel and Ravenscliffe wards
comprise Kidsgrove division, and the Conservative Group proposed that part of Audley &
Bignall End ward (Audley parish) Butt Lane, part of Halmerend ward (Halmerend parish) and
Talke ward should comprise Talke division. It described the former division as
geographically suited to be a division, and the latter as having environments and interests in
common. The Liberal Democrats proposed Talke & Audley East division based on part of
Audley & Bignall End ward (Bignall End parish ward), and the whole of Butt Lane and Talke
wards, a proposal that generated local opposition when originally consulted on by the
County Council. We concur with the County Council and Newcastle under Lyme Borough
Council, that this area contains evident communities, as demonstrated during the County
Council’s consultation. We also note that the large number of electors within the five wards,
means that if the five wards were to form two county divisions, the electoral variances would
be over 10%, and a ward would have to be split in order to avoid greater variances. We do
not propose to adopt the proposals of the Liberal Democrats or the Conservative Group, as
they would split wards and link the Talke community with outlying areas. We also note
Councillor Cornes’ opposition to the Liberal Democrat proposal to split Audley & Bignall End
ward. We further note the evidence of the existence of strong communities in the Talke and
Kidsgrove areas, as demonstrated during the Council’s consultation, the Boundary
Committee’s borough review, and the Boundary Commission’s recent parliamentary
boundary review. We propose to incorporate Butt Lane, Kidsgrove, Newchapel, Ravenscliffe
and Talke wards in a two-member Kidsgrove & Talke division. This proposal ensures that
the communities are not divided or linked with outlying areas, and would achieve an
acceptable electoral variance for the division at 10% (13% in 2006).
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In the north west of the borough, we note that the County Council and Newcastle
under Lyme Borough Council proposed an Audley & Chesterton division based on Audley &
Bignall End and Chesterton wards, and part of Halmerend ward (less Betley parish). The
Conservative Group proposed a Talke division, and the Newcastle Liberal Democrats
proposed a Talke & Audley East division, both outlined above. However, the Council’s
proposal would ensure that Audley & Bignall End ward is not split, and we consider that the
constituent wards have clear road links. Therefore we propose to adopt the County
Council’s proposal for Audley & Chesterton division, with a minor amendment. In view of
Betley, Balterley & Wrinehill Parish Council’s statement that the Parish Council would prefer
to be part of a rural division, we propose to transfer Balterley parish into the more rural
division of Newcastle Rural. This recommendation also improves the electoral variance for
Audley & Chesterton division from 8% in 2006 under the County Council’s proposals to 4%
in 2006 under our proposals.
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In the south of the borough, the County Council proposed a Newcastle Rural division
comprising part of Halmerend ward (Betley parish), a small part of Keele ward, and
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Loggerheads & Whitmore and Madeley wards. We note that the Conservative Group
proposed an identical division, less the small area of Keele ward. The Newcastle under
Lyme Liberal Democrats proposed a Seabridge & Loggerheads division based on
Loggerheads & Whitmore and Seabridge wards. We note that the Liberal Democrats argued
that this would create a more manageable sized division than the County Council’s
proposals. However, the two wards, one rural and one urban, do not appear to have any
links, such as road connections, or a common identity. We consider that a Newcastle Rural
division comprising part of Halmerend ward (Betley and Balterley parishes), and
Loggerheads & Whitmore and Madeley wards would be more appropriate in this area, would
reflect local views and result in good levels of electoral equality.
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In the north east of the borough the County Council proposed a coterminous
Bradwell & Porthill division based on a Bradwell, Holditch and Porthill wards. The
Conservative Group proposed a Bradwell & Porthill division based on Bradwell, and Porthill
wards, and part of Wolstanton ward. Neither respondent included any argumentation for
these proposals. The Liberal Democrats proposed a Bradwell division based on Bradwell
ward, part of Cross Heath ward (east of A34), and Porthill ward, and also a Chesterton
division based on Chesterton ward, part of Cross Heath (west of A34) and Holditch ward.
The proposals from the Conservative Group and the Liberal Democrats would both result in
dividing wards between divisions, a situation which we feel could be avoided in this area.
We consider that the County Council’s proposals for this area provide more appropriate
division boundaries and better coterminosity in addition to a good level (6% in 2006) of
electoral equality.
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The County Council and the Liberal Democrats submitted identical Wolstanton, and
Wolstanton & May Bank divisions respectively, comprising May Bank and Wolstanton wards.
We consider that such a division provides sensible and coterminous boundaries given the
position of the division on the perimeter of the borough. We also propose that the division be
named simply Wolstanton as the County Council and Conservative Group both supported
this division name. We do not propose to adopt the Conservative Group’s proposal for a
Cross Heath & Silverdale division as this proposal would result in the partition of Wolstanton
ward, and provide a worse level of electoral equality than under the County Council’s
proposal.
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Three different divisions, all including the ward of Cross Heath, were proposed by the
County Council, Conservative Group and Newcastle under Lyme Liberal Democrats. We
propose to broadly adopt the County Council’s proposal for a Cross Heath & Silverdale
division, less the northern part of Thistleberry ward. The division would comprise Cross
Heath, Silverdale & Knutton and Silverdale & Parksite wards, which would be linked by Mile
House Lane. The division would also be coterminous with borough wards. We do not
propose to adopt the Conservative Group’s Keele & Knutton division, as the M6 would split
the division, and we consider that the County Council’s proposals would provide more
identifiable boundaries. The Liberal Democrats proposed a Silverdale & Thistleberry
division, which in our view, would result in the separation of the interlinked Thistleberry and
Westlands wards into two different divisions.
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In the centre of the borough the County Council proposed a Keele & Westlands
division which would split Keele parish and would mean that a new parish ward would have
to be created. We recognise that the M6 would provide a strong boundary in this area,
however, as the area in question is so small, with so few electors, we are unable to form a
new parish ward for Keele parish. Consequently we cannot adopt this proposed boundary
as part of our recommendations. Therefore we propose to adopt the County Council’s
proposals for this division with two amendments to include the whole of Keele ward and
Thistleberry ward. This will create a division coterminous with the ward boundaries.
137
Finally, the County Council proposed to place the three remaining wards of Clayton,
Seabridge and Town on the borough’s eastern periphery, in an urban division of Newcastle
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South. The Conservative Group put forward a similar proposal, less the north west part of
Town ward. We propose to adopt the County Council’s proposal for Newcastle South
division as it is coterminous and keeps the urban areas together, as well as achieving some
consensus with the Conservative Group’s proposal. The Liberal Democrats proposed that
Clayton, Town and Westlands wards form Central division. However, given the geography of
the borough, this arrangement would lead to the neighbouring urban Seabridge ward being
obliged to be part of a division with the rural Loggerheads & Whitmore ward. We do not
consider this would form an appropriate division, due to a lack of community identity
between the urban and rural wards.
138
Under our draft recommendations Audley & Chesterton, Bradwell & Porthill, and
Cross Heath & Silverdale divisions would vary from the county average number of electors
per councillor by 13%, 12% and 2% respectively (4%, 6% and 4% in 2006). Keele &
Westlands, and Kidsgrove & Talke divisions would vary from the county average by 23%
and 10% (18% and 13% in 2006). Newcastle Rural, Newcastle South and Wolstanton
divisions would have variances of 6%, 10% and 7% (4%, 4% and 10% in 2006) respectively.
Our recommendations for Newcastle under Lyme borough are 75% coterminous. Our draft
proposals are illustrated on the large map.

South Staffordshire district
139
Under the current arrangements, the district of South Staffordshire is represented by
eight county councillors serving eight divisions: Brewood, Codsall, Essington, Great Wyrley,
Kinver, Penkridge, Wombourne and Wrottesley. The worst imbalance is in Penkridge
division which is under-represented by 29%, increasing to 30% by 2006. Overall, relative to
the size of the electorate in the rest of the county, South Staffordshire is currently
represented on the County Council by the correct number of councillors.
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Staffordshire County Council submitted a proposal for eight single-member divisions,
none of which would vary by more than 10% from the county average number of electors
per councillor by 2006. In the north west of the district it proposed a Brewood division
comprising Brewood & Coven, Penkridge West and Wheaton Aston, Bishopswood & Lapley
wards. The County Council acknowledged that Penkridge would be split under its proposal,
which Staffordshire Parish Councils’ Association noted would be ‘arbitrary’, but the Council
stated that Penkridge West ward ‘consists of some of the older parts of the village and is
separated from the rest of the village by the A449’. In the north east the County Council
proposed a Penkridge division comprising part of Cheslyn Hay North & Saredon ward (part
of Saredon parish, north of M6 junction 11), part of Featherstone & Shareshill ward
(Shareshill parish), and Huntington & Hatherton, Penkridge North & Acton Trussell and
Penkridge South East wards. In the east of the district the County Council proposed a
Cheslyn Hay & Featherstone division comprising part of Cheslyn Hay North & Saredon ward
(Cheslyn Hay parish, and part of Saredon parish, south of the M6 junction 11), Cheslyn Hay
South ward, part of Essington ward (west of Brownshore Lane and Wolverhampton Road)
and part of Featherstone & Shareshill ward (less Shareshill parish). The County Council split
Essington ‘in order to achieve the +/-10% variation.’ In the far east of the district, the County
Council put forward a Great Wyrley division comprising part of Essington ward (east of
Brownshore Lane and Wolverhampton Road), and Great Wyrley Landywood and Great
Wyrley Town wards. It noted that ‘South Staffordshire District Council’s proposals have the
two Great Wyrley wards in the same [division] as Cheslyn Hay South giving it an electoral
variation of +18.4%. This was considered too high to be acceptable’. In the centre of the
district, the County Council proposed a Codsall division comprising Bilbrook, Codsall North,
and Codsall South wards. The County Council also proposed a Perton division based on
Pattingham & Patshull, Perton Dippons, Perton East and Perton Lakeside wards, and part of
Wombourne North & Lower Penn ward (Lower Penn parish). In the south of the district the
County Council proposed a Wombourne division comprising part of Wombourne North &
Lower Penn (less Lower Penn parish and Penn Common polling district), and Wombourne
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South East and Wombourne South West wards. The County Council also proposed a Kinver
division comprising Himley & Swindon, Kinver and Trysull & Seisdon wards and part of
Wombourne North & Lower Penn ward (Penn Common polling district). The Council’s
proposals would result in a coterminosity with district wards of 25%.
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The Conservative Group proposed four identical divisions to the County Council in
the south of the district; Codsall, Kinver, Perton and Wombourne divisions. However, in the
north it proposed four alternative divisions. Brewood division would comprise Brewood &
Coven ward, Featherstone & Shareshill ward and part of Wheaton Aston Bishopswood &
Lapley ward (less Lapley Stretton & Wheaton Aston parish). In the east of the district, the
Conservative Group put forward a Cheslyn Hay division comprising Cheslyn Hay North, and
Cheslyn Hay South wards and part of Essington ward (west of Brownshore Lane) a tiny part
of Featherstone & Shareshill ward (9 electors) and Huntington & Hatherton ward. Lastly, in
the far east the Conservative Group proposed a Great Wyrley division comprising part of
Essington ward (east of Brownshore Lane) and Great Wyrley Landywood and Great Wyrley
Town wards.
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South Staffordshire District Council submitted broadly similar proposals as the
County Council and Conservative Group, for the four divisions in the south of the district.
The difference being that the whole of Wombourne parish would be included in its
Wombourne division, instead of Penn Common polling district transferring to Kinver division,
which it considered would split the Wombourne community. Also South Staffordshire District
Council put forward Codsall & Bilbrook as an alternative name for the County Council’s
Codsall division, and the existing name of Wrottesley for the County Council’s Perton
division. The District Council proposed the same Brewood division as the County Council. It
also proposed a Penkridge & Huntington division based on Huntington & Hatherton,
Penkridge North East & Acton Trussell and Penkridge South East wards. South
Staffordshire District Council considered the County Council’s proposal to split Essington
village to be ‘wholly unsatisfactory’. In the east of the district therefore, it proposed an
Essington division comprising Cheslyn Hay North & Saredon, Essington and Featherstone &
Shareshill wards. South Staffordshire District Council also proposed a Great Wyrley division
comprising Cheslyn Hay South, Great Wyrley Landywood and Great Wyrley Town wards. It
acknowledged that this proposed division would result in a variance of 18% above the
county average, but maintained that a ‘strong case can be argued for this area as there is
no real sensible alternative without splitting community areas and dividing District Wards
and Parishes (sic)’. South Staffordshire District Council’s proposals would result in two
divisions having electoral variances 10% above the county average, and coterminosity of
75%.
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Cheslyn Hay Parish Council opposed the proposals of South Staffordshire District
Council for Cheslyn Hay and Great Wyrley arguing that the two communities, as well as the
parish of Cheslyn Hay, would be split by the proposals. It argued that Cheslyn Hay ‘is a
densely populated village with no natural demarcation lines within it’ and both Cheslyn Hay
and Great Wyrley ‘have their own inimitable characteristics and identities which they wish to
preserve’. The Parish Council supported the County Council’s proposals for its area, arguing
that they would not divide communities or leave the electorate ‘gravely under-represented’.
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Great Wyrley Parish Council argued that Great Wyrley village is ‘a discreet (sic)
community with strong community ties’ and it would be ‘inappropriate to split the Village (sic)
into more than one County (sic) division.’ Consequently the Parish Council was opposed to
‘any proposal that seeks to split the current electoral division’, as Great Wyrley ‘deserves a
single electoral division’. However, the Parish Council recognised that given the number of
electors in the parish, it may be necessary to include outlying areas in the division in order to
achieve electoral equality.
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Essington Parish Council opposed the County Council’s proposal to split the village
of Essington between two divisions, which it considered to be ‘fundamentally wrong’. Lapley,
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Stretton & Wheaton Aston Parish Council expressed concern regarding the ‘geographical
size’ of the County Council’s proposed Brewood division of which the parish is to be a part
of, as it may make it an unmanageable division. It stated that in rural areas, large
geographical divisions make it difficult to achieve contact between electors and councillors.
Councillor Hampson (district councillor for Brewood ward) argued that South Staffordshire
district is made up of ‘numerous small and medium sized communities’ and thus it would be
impracticable to split local communities between different councillors, as this would result in
a loss of community identity. Councillor Hampson stated that he would like to see the
existing division boundaries retained.
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We have carefully considered the representations received. We have noted that the
proposals of the County Council for the district, adhere very strictly within a variance of 10%
of the county average number of electors per councillor by 2006 and, as a result, split wards
in order to achieve the desired level of electoral equality. However, in order to better reflect
local communities and secure improved coterminosity we propose amendments to this
scheme. In the south of the district we do not propose to adopt the County Council proposal
for Wombourne division. We note the opposition of South Staffordshire District Council to
the County Council’s proposal to split Wombourne parish and transfer Penn Common
polling district into Kinver division. We consider that as this polling district contains only 246
electors, it should be included as part of Wombourne division, as should Lower Penn parish.
Therefore, we propose a Wombourne division comprising Wombourne North & Lower Penn,
Wombourne South East and Wombourne South West wards. This would create a
coterminous division, and would keep communities together, which in our view justifies the
electoral variance of 16% initially (19% in 2006). As a consequence we propose a
coterminous Kinver division comprising Himley & Swindon, Kinver, and Trysull & Seisdon
wards.
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There is consensus between the County Council, the Conservative Group and South
Staffordshire Council regarding the boundaries for Codsall and Perton divisions, and we
therefore propose to broadly adopt these two divisions, less Lower Penn parish. We note
that South Staffordshire District Council proposed the alternative names of Codsall &
Bilbrook and Wrottesley divisions. However, we propose to adopt the County Council
division names of Codsall and Perton, which are supported by the Conservative Group, and
which refer to the dominant parishes and towns in each division.
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In the north west of the district the County Council and South Staffordshire District
Council submitted identical proposals for a Brewood division. We note that the County
Council stated that in Penkridge the old and new areas of Penkridge village are divided by a
main road which follows its proposed division boundary. However, we also note the
opposition to its proposal from the Staffordshire Parish Councils’ Association, and Lapley,
Stretton & Wheaton Aston Parish Council’s concern over the size of the County Council’s
proposed Brewood division. We recognise that where possible, communities should not be
split. Therefore we propose a Brewood division comprising Brewood & Coven and Wheaton
Aston, Bishopswood & Lapley wards. We do not propose to adopt the Conservative
proposal for a Brewood division, as it would split two wards and reduce coterminosity.
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In the north east of the district, we note the County Council’s proposal for Penkridge
division. However, we do not propose to endorse its proposal because, as noted above, we
propose to transfer Penkridge West ward out of the Brewood division proposed by the
County Council. We also note the opposition to the County Council’s proposal to split
Cheslyn Hay North & Saredon ward. Both Cheslyn Hay and Great Wyrley Parish Councils
objected to the County Council’s proposal to divide the communities of Cheslyn Hay North &
Saredon ward and parishes between two divisions. Therefore we propose to broadly adopt
South Staffordshire Council’s proposed Penkridge division based on Huntington &
Hatherton, Penkridge North & Acton Trussell and Penkridge South East wards, with the
addition of Penkridge West ward.
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In the east of the district, we note the County Council’s proposals for noncoterminous Cheslyn Hay & Featherstone and Great Wyrley divisions, which would divide
Essington ward and village between them. The County Council and Conservative Group
also proposed a Great Wyrley division in the far east of the district. The reasoning behind
the proposals for the latter division appear to be founded on ensuring the electoral variances
did not breach 10%. We recognise the concerns expressed by South Staffordshire District
Council regarding the County Council’s proposal to split Essington, and to place Cheslyn
Hay South and Great Wyrley in separate divisions. We also note the objections of Cheslyn
Hay, Essington and Great Wyrley Parish Councils to the County Council proposals for their
parishes. In the light of these submissions, and the difficulty in achieving electoral equality at
the same time as coterminosity in this part of the district, we propose to amalgamate South
Staffordshire District Council’s Essington and Great Wyrley divisions into a two-member
division of Cheslyn Hay, Essington & Great Wyrley. Our proposal would ensure that
communities, wards and parishes are not split, and the number of electors per councillor
would only be 10% above the county average (in 2006), and would address the concerns
raised in the representations received.
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Under our draft recommendations Brewood, Cheslyn Hay, Essington & Great Wyrley
and Codsall divisions would vary from the county average number of electors per councillor
by 17%, 11% and 2% (13%, 10% and 2% in 2006). Kinver division would vary by 11% from
the county average and Penkridge would vary by 13% (9% and 15% by 2006 respectively).
Perton and Wombourne divisions would vary from the county elector:councillor ratio by 1%
and 16% (equal to and 19% in 2006). Under our draft recommendations South Staffordshire
district would be 100% coterminous to the existing ward boundaries. Our draft proposals are
illustrated on the large map at the back of the report.

Stafford borough
152
Under the current arrangements, the borough of Stafford is represented by nine
county councillors, serving the nine divisions of Eccleshall, Gnosall, Stafford East Gate,
Stafford North Gate, Stafford South Gate, Stafford Trent Valley, Stafford West Gate, Stone
Rural and Stone Urban. The worst imbalances are in Stafford South Gate and Stone Urban
divisions which have electoral variances of 14% and 13% (18 and 15% by 2006). Overall,
relative to the size of the electorate in the rest of the county, Stafford borough is currently
represented by the correct number of councillors, under a council size of 62.
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We received borough-wide schemes from the County Council, the Conservative
Group, Stone Liberal Democrat Party, and a local resident.
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The County Council proposed nine single-member divisions. A number of which
incorporated both urban and rural areas in order to achieve good electoral equality. It
argued that as the Stafford urban area is entitled to 4.5 councillors it is ‘necessary to
combine a rural part of the Borough with the urban area of Stafford to form five [divisions].’
In the south west of the borough, the County Council proposed a Castle division comprising
Church Eaton and Rowley wards, part of Seighford ward (Ellenhall, and Ranton parishes
and part of Seighford parish, less Great Bridgeford parish ward). The County Council noted
in its submission that it had received numerous comments that objecting to its proposal to
include Church Eaton ward in a division with Stafford town. The Council investigated
another proposal to include rural areas to the east of the town in a division with Stafford,
instead of the above areas to the west. However, it concluded that this would lead to the
creation of a ‘geographically, very large and diverse’ division stretching from the far south
east of the borough to the north and west of Stafford. In the west of the borough the Council
proposed an Eccleshall & Gnosall division comprising Eccleshall and Gnosall &
Woodseaves wards, and part of Swynnerton ward (Yarnfield parish ward). In the north of the
borough, the County Council proposed a Barlaston & Fulford division comprising Barlaston
& Oulton, and Fulford wards, part of Stonefield & Christchurch ward (west of the railway
line), and part of Swynnerton ward (less Yarnfield parish ward). In the east of the borough,
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the County Council proposed a Stafford Trent Valley division comprising Chartley, Haywood
& Hixon, Milford and Milwich wards. In order to ensure that the electoral variance did not go
above 12% in 2006, the County Council proposed a Stone division comprising St Michael’s
ward, part of Stonefield & Christchurch ward (east of the railway line), and Walton ward. In
the centre of the borough, the Council proposed a Stafford North division comprising
Common and Holmcroft wards and part of Seighford ward (parishes of Creswell, Marston
and Whitgreave, and Great Bridgeford parish ward). In the urban area of Stafford in the
south of the borough, the Council proposed a Stafford East division comprising Coton,
Forebridge and Littleworth wards. The Stafford West division proposed by the County
Council, comprised Highfields & Western Downs and Manor ward and part of Penkside ward
(polling districts PKA and PKD). The Council proposed a Stafford South division based on
Baswich ward, part of Penkside ward (polling districts PKB and PKC) and Weeping Cross
ward. The County Council’s proposals would be 22% coterminous with borough wards.
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The Conservative Group put forward a similar scheme for Stafford borough as the
County Council, which it stated ‘will unite communities wherever possible.’ The Conservative
Group’s Castle, Eccleshall & Gnosall, Stafford East, Stone Rural (Barlaston & Fulford under
the County Council proposals), and Stone Urban divisions were identical to the County
Council proposals. The Stafford South division proposed by the Conservative Group
comprised Baswich ward, part of Penkside ward (north of Exeter Street) and Weeping Cross
ward. It proposed a Stafford North Gate division, comprising Common and Holmcroft wards,
part of Milford ward (Hopton polling district), and part of Seighford (Great Bridgeford parish
ward). It argued that Hopton polling district ‘has town like features and community links’ and
therefore should be included within an urban division. It also proposed a Stafford Trent
Valley division based on Chartley, part of Milford ward (less Hopton polling district), and
Milwich ward. Finally, the Conservative Group proposed a Stafford West division based on
Highfields & Western Downs and Manor wards and part of Penkside ward (south of Meadow
Road).
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Councillor Stamp (Borough Councillor for Church Eaton ward) submitted a scheme
for Stafford borough, on behalf of the Stone Liberal Democrat Party, as an alternative to the
County Council proposals which he felt ‘do not have the support of a vast number of local
residents.’ He also included copies of 102 reply slips, 101 of which opposed the County
Council’s proposals for Church Eaton ward, and supported Stone Liberal Democrats
proposal that the ward should be in a division with Gnosall. The Stone Liberal Democrat
Party proposed five urban and three rural divisions and one Stone division, all without
division names. In the west of the borough it proposed a division based on Church Eaton
ward, part of Eccleshall ward (less Standon parish polling district) and Gnosall &
Woodseaves ward. Councillor Stamp argued that this is a more viable alternative to the
County Council’s Castle and Eccleshall & Gnosall divisions, as ‘the size and layout’ of the
County Council’s Castle division ‘means that it includes a number of diverse communities
who have little or nothing in common with each other.’ In the north, Stone Liberal Democrat
Party proposed a division comprising part of Barlaston & Oulton ward (less Oulton &
Moddeshall polling district), part of Eccleshall ward (Standon parish polling district), and
Fulford and Swynnerton wards. In the east of the borough it proposed a division comprising
part of Barlaston ward (Oulton & Moddeshall polling district), and Chartley, Haywood &
Hixon, Milwich and Seighford wards. Stone Liberal Democrat Party argued that Stone
should be kept together in one division as it is all one parish, ‘even if this means the total…
is 15.1% above the County electoral average’. Thus it proposed a Stone division based on
the three Stone town wards of St Michael’s, Stonefield & Christchurch and Walton. In the
north of the Stafford urban area, it proposed a division comprising Common and Holmcroft
wards and part of Milford ward (Hopton & Coton polling district) and part of Tillington ward
(polling districts TLA and TLE, north of Doxey Marshes). To the west of the Stafford urban
area, Stone Liberal Democrat Party proposed a division comprising Highfields & Western
Downs and Rowley wards, and part of Tillington ward (south of Doxey Marshes). The Stone
Liberal Democrats proposed a division based on Coton, part of Forebridge (north of the
railway line) and Littleworth ward, in the east of the urban area, and a division based on part
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of Forebridge (south of the railway line), Manor and Penkside wards, and part of Weeping
Cross ward (north of the A34). Lastly it proposed a division comprising Baswich ward, part of
Milford ward (Berkswich, Brocton, Tixall, and Ingestre parishes), and part of Weeping Cross
ward (south of the A34). All except their proposed Stone division (at 15% by 2006) would be
within 10% of the county average number of electors per councillor. The proposals would
provide 11% coterminosity.
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Castle Community Partnership stated that it objected to the County Council ‘proposal
that the R.O.B Polling district [part of Rowley ward] should be included in the Stafford Castle
Ward’. The Community Partnership proposed that Highfields & Western Downs and Rowley
wards be included in one electoral division.
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A local resident submitted a scheme for Stafford borough, as he had concerns
regarding the County Council’s proposals for the county and, in particular, Stafford. He
argued the County Council’s proposals placed too much emphasis on all the divisions not
varying by more than 10% from the county average, and not enough on trying to minimise
disruption for electors, and achieving ‘a degree of coterminosity and the avoidance of
dividing parishes or parish wards.’ The local resident proposed four predominately rural
electoral divisions, four Stafford town divisions and one Stone town division. He argued that
the County Council’s Castle division would be ‘disruptive in terms of community identity and
local ties,’ would bring together electorate from four existing divisions, and would not be
coterminous with ward boundaries. The local resident noted the opposition of Castle
Community Partnership to the County Council’s proposed Castle division, and proposed a
Gnosall division in the south west, based on Church Eaton, Gnosall & Woodseaves and
Seighford wards, as an alternative. In the north of the borough, the local resident proposed
an Eccleshall division based on Eccleshall and Swynnerton wards, and Stone Rural division
based on Barlaston & Oulton, Fulford and Milwich wards. His proposed Stone Urban division
would be based on the same three wards (St Michael’s, Stonefield & Christchurch and
Walton) as the Stone Liberal Democrat Party, and his Stafford Trent Valley division would
comprise Chartley, Haywood & Hixon and Milford wards. As regards Stafford town urban
area, the local resident proposed four non-coterminous divisions. Firstly, Stafford North
West comprising Holmcroft ward, part of Rowley ward (polling districts ROA, ROC, ROD and
ROE, south of the dismantled railway), and Tillington ward. Secondly, Stafford North East
division, based on Common and Coton wards, part of Forebridge ward (polling districts FRB,
FRD, FRF and FRG, north west of Wolverhampton Road), and Littleworth ward. Thirdly, he
proposed Stafford South East division based on Baswich ward, part of Forebridge ward
(polling districts FRA, FRC, and FRE, south east of Wolverhampton Road), part of Penkside
ward (PKB and part of PKC polling districts, north east of the path situated north east of
Meadow Road), and the whole of Weeping Cross ward. Lastly, the resident proposed
Stafford South West division comprising Highfields & Western Downs and Manor wards, part
of Penkside ward (polling districts PK and PKD, south west of the path situated north east of
Meadow Road), and part of Rowley ward (polling district ROB, north east of West Way). The
local resident’s proposals would result in five divisions varying by 10% above the county
average number of electors per councillor. His proposed Stafford South division would result
in the worst level of electoral equality; 17% by 2006, and his proposals would provide for
56% coterminosity.
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Councillor Simpson supported the County Council’s proposals for Stafford borough,
acknowledging that part of the urban area of Stafford would have to be combined with a
rural part of the borough to form five electoral divisions. He argued that the County Council’s
Castle and Stafford North divisions are ‘sensible’ as they only split one ward, and the latter
is linked via the Eccleshall Road and the A34 which residents of Creswell, Great Bridgeford
and Whitgreave use for the services in Holmcroft. Furthermore, Councillor Simpson stated
that residents in Derrington, Church Eaton and Haughton, access Stafford by the A518 and
Doxey Road. ‘As regards the integration of rural areas with urban areas’ he did ‘not consider
that the rural areas are truly rural in nature’, as the majority living in these areas work in the
town, and are not employed in rural occupations. He also argued that as more members
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would have rural areas in their divisions, this would allow for a greater rural voice on the
County Council, whereas four Stafford town electoral divisions would result in urban electors
being under-represented compared to rural voters.
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Councillor Wakefield broadly supported the County Council’s proposals. However, he
expressed concern regarding ‘the implications of imposing statistical uniformity of elector
numbers on Stone Town’, as ‘democracy is far better served by having electoral divisions to
which the electorate can relate.’ He argued that Stone is a self-contained town with ‘a high
level of community activity’ and ‘clear physical boundaries’, and therefore the community
identity and boundaries should not be broken for the sake of statistics. Councillor Fairbanks
(representing Oulton ward) expressed reservations regarding the County Council’s proposal
to split the parish ward of Aston, and wards generally, as it would lead to confusion amongst
electors and presiding officers.
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Church Eaton Parish Council expressed concern over of the County Council’s
proposals for Castle division, of which Church Eaton would be a part, as the division’s
electorate would primarily live in urban areas, and Church Eaton and Seighford would be
separated from the rest of the division by an urban/rural divide. The Parish Council
proposed that Church Eaton should be grouped in a division with other nearby rural areas,
such as part of Gnosall and the whole of Seighford and Woodseaves. Gnosall Parish
Council objected to the County Council’s premise that equality of representation can be
achieved by ensuring that each councillor represents roughly the same number of electors.
The Parish Council argued that geography, the size of the area to be covered, and whether
it is parished need to be taken into account, and it would be an ‘impossible task’ for a
councillor to adequately represent the proposed Castle division.
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Haughton Parish Council also objected to the County Council’s proposed Castle
division, due to the mixture of parished, non-parished, urban and rural areas, and two
parliamentary constituencies. The Parish Council also opposed the division on the grounds
that there is ‘no community interest over the proposed division as a whole’, and the
boundary provided by the M6 should be retained. Ingestre with Tixall Parish Council
acknowledged the aim of electoral equality. However, it argued that due to the large area
rural councillors have to cover, rural divisions should have fewer electors per councillor in
order to receive the same level of service. Sandon and Burston Parish Council agreed with
the proposal to transfer the parish from Stone Rural into the County Council’s proposed
Trent Valley division. Swynnerton Parish Council expressed concern regarding the County
Council’s proposal to include the parish in a division with Barlaston & Oulton, with which it
has no ‘affinity’. The Parish Council stated that it would prefer the whole parish to be part of
a division with Eccleshall, and retain its existing links.
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We have carefully considered the representations received. We have noted that the
proposals of the County Council would result in divisions based on urban areas combined
with rural areas, in order to achieve electoral equality at the expense of community identity.
We note the support of the Conservative Group and Councillor Simpson for the County
Council’s Castle division. However, we also note the strong objections to the size and layout
of Castle ward, expressed by the Stone Liberal Democrat Party which it argued, would
include diverse communities with little in common. Councillor Stamp, a local resident,
Church Eaton Parish Council, Gnosall Parish Council, Haughton Parish Council, and Castle
Community Partnership also expressed strong concerns over the County Council’s
proposed Castle division. They objected to the urban/rural mix and lack of community
identity within the proposed division. Having considered all the evidence, we do not propose
to adopt the Stone Liberal Democrat Party proposal for a division in the west of the borough
based on Church Eaton ward, part of Eccleshall ward (less Standon parish polling district)
and Gnosall & Woodseaves ward. This proposal would result in Seighford ward, to the west
of Stafford, being included in a large rural division with wards to the far east and north of
Stafford. Additionally, we note the representations received from Swynnerton Parish Council
and a local resident which recommended that Swynnerton be part of a division with
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Eccleshall. We consider that the proposal of a local resident for a Gnosall division based on
Church Eaton, Gnosall & Woodseaves and Seighford, would reflect the concerns expressed
by Castle Community Partnership, Church Eaton Parish Council and Haughton Parish
Council, and better reflect community identity in the area. We also note that as Stafford town
is entitled to 4.5 councillors, in order to achieve a reasonable degree of electoral equality, a
part of the town has to be included with the rural area. Consequently, we propose Castle
division based on the local resident’s proposal above, (Church Eaton, Gnosall &
Woodseaves and Seighford wards) with the addition of part of Tillington ward south of the
existing railway track and Doxey Marshes. We consider that Doxey is a well defined area,
bordered by the existing and dismantled railway lines, and which has a clear road link with
the outlying rural area, and is therefore the most suitable area to be included in a more rural
division.
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In the north west of the district, we note the County Council’s proposal for an
Eccleshall & Gnosall division, and the Conservative Group and Councillor Simpson’s
support for this division. Councillor Simpson argued that the County Council’s Eccleshall &
Gnosall division is ‘sensible’ as the area is linked via the Eccleshall Road and the A34.
However we also note the opposition of Stone Liberal Democrat Party and Councillor
Stamp, who argued that this division would ignore community identity. We note that Church
Eaton Parish Council would prefer Church Eaton to be in a division with Gnosall and
Seighford, and the concerns put forward by a local resident regarding the County Council
proposals. The Stone Liberal Democrat Party proposed a division based on Church Eaton
ward, part of Eccleshall ward (less Standon parish polling district) and Gnosall &
Woodseaves ward. We do not propose adopting this division for the reasons set out in the
above paragraph. We consider that the Eccleshall division proposed by a local resident,
based on Eccleshall and Swynnerton wards, would better reflect local views of community
identity in the area, and which would be coterminous. We therefore propose to adopt this
division as part of our draft recommendations.
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In the north of the borough we note the County Council’s proposal for Barlaston &
Fulford division, and the support of the Conservative Group and Councillor Simpson for the
division. However, it would be non-coterminous, and we note the concerns of Swynnerton
Parish Council at potentially being included in a division with Barlaston & Oulton with which
it has no links, and its preference to be in a division with Eccleshall. We also note the
reservations of Stone Liberal Democrats, Councillor Wakefield and a local resident
regarding the County Council’s proposed Barlaston & Fulford division, particularly in relation
to the inclusion of part of Stone town (Stonefield & Christchurch ward). Councillor Wakefield
argued that the strong community of Stone would be divided by the proposal, and the clear
boundaries broken. We also note Councillor Fairbanks’ opposition to the proposal to split
Aston parish ward in Barlaston & Oulton ward. We also note the alternative northern division
put forward by Stone Liberal Democrat Party based on part of Barlsaton & Oulton ward
(Barlaston parish), part of Eccleshall ward (Standon parish), and Fulford and Swynnerton
wards. However, as with the County Council’s proposals, it too would result in the splitting of
wards. Instead, we consider that the proposal of the local resident for Stone Rural division
comprising Barlaston & Oulton, Fulford and Milwich wards to be the best option, as it is
broadly based on the existing division boundaries, would keep communities together, and is
coterminous.
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In the south east of the borough we note that the County Council, with the support of
Councillor Simpson, proposed a Stafford Trent Valley division. We also note that Sandon &
Burston Parish Council broadly supported the County Council’s proposal, and the
Conservative Group put forward a very similar Stafford Trent Valley division, less Hopton &
Coton parish. We further note that the Stone Liberal Democrat Party proposed a division
based on part of Barlaston (Oulton & Moddeshall polling district), and Chartley, Haywood &
Hixon, Milwich and Seighford wards. We do not propose to support these proposals as the
latter two are non-coterminous, and all three divisions would cover a large area, a point of
concern raised by Ingestre with Tixall Parish Council. We consider that the size of the
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divisions would be too large to provide effective local government, as they would stretch
from the far south east corner of the borough to the north of Stafford town. We therefore
propose to adopt the proposal of the local resident for a Stafford Trent Valley division, as
this would create a more manageable sized, coterminous division.
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In the centre of the borough the County Council and Conservative Group, supported
by Councillor Simpson, proposed a Stone division based on St Michael’s ward, part of
Stonefield & Christchurch ward (east of the railway line), and Walton ward. We note the
objections expressed by Stone Liberal Democrats, Councillor Wakefield and a local
resident, regarding the proposal to split Stonefield & Christchurch ward across two divisions.
Councillor Wakefield argued that Stone has a strong sense of local identity, civic pride and
community activity as well as clear physical boundaries. In the light of these representations,
we do not propose to split the community of Stone town, and instead propose a coterminous
division based on St Michael’s, Stonefield & Christchurch, and Walton wards. We
acknowledge that this arrangement would result in a 13% electoral variance above the
county average (15% in 2006), however, we consider this is justifies in order to maintain
community links.
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The County Council also proposed a Stafford North division, and we note the
Conservative Group’s broad support for this division, with the addition of Hopton & Coton
parish, which it argued has ‘town like features and community links’, and Councillor
Simpson’s argument that the parishes to be linked with Stafford town have close links with
the urban wards whose services are used by the parishioners, and the rural areas are not
‘truly rural in nature.’ A local resident argued that the ‘attempt to combine town and country’
in the Stafford North division ‘will perpetuate’ the problems experienced in a recent byelection when the turnout in an area of a division was much lower than the rest, as the
electors felt they had no affinity with the division. We do not propose to adopt the County
Council’s proposal in light of the representations received, as we consider that the inclusion
of urban and rural areas in the same division could be avoided. We recognise the overall
view that electors in Stafford borough generally object to proposals for urban and rural
wards to be in the same divisions, and the clear boundary provided by the main roads (M6,
A34 and A513) around Stafford town. Therefore we propose Stafford North division broadly
based on Stone Liberal Democrat Party’s division (less Hopton & Coton parish), comprising
Common and Holmcroft wards and part of Tillington ward (north of the railway line). We
consider this recommendation takes account of local opinion, by keeping urban areas
together in one division, bounded by clearly identifiable boundaries.
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In the east of Stafford town, we note that the County Council proposed a Stafford
East division comprising Coton, Forebridge and Littleworth wards, which the Conservative
Group and Councillor Simpson also supported. This proposal is similar to the existing
division, and the proposal of Stone Liberal Democrat Party for a division based on Coton
ward, part of Forebridge ward (north of railway line) and Littleworth ward. We consider the
County Council’s Stafford East division to be a sensible division, which keeps the interlinked
urban wards together, bounded by the A513 to the east and note that it has been broadly
supported. However, we propose an amendment to include part of Rowley ward (north of
Newport Road, the A518), which is linked to the remainder of the division via Castle Street
and Newport Road, and is the most suitable arrangement in view of our other Stafford
proposed divisions, and our objective to ensure Stafford town wards are contained within
urban divisions.
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In the south west of Stafford town, we note the County Council’s proposal for a
Stafford West division based on Highfields & Western Downs and Manor ward and part of
Penkside ward (polling districts PKA and PKD). The Conservative Group proposed a very
similar Stafford West division, which included a larger section of Penkside ward, so that its
division comprised Highfields & Western Downs and Manor wards and part of Penkside
ward (south of the drain running between Meadow Road and Exeter Street). A local resident
also proposed a similar Stafford South West division to the County Council’s, based on
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Highfields & Western Downs and Manor wards, part of Penkside ward (polling districts PK &
PKD and part of PKB polling district, south west of the Works near Meadow Road), and part
of Rowley ward (polling district ROB, north east of West Way). However, we do not propose
to adopt these proposals, as we consider that part of Rowley ward, south of Newport Road,
is linked to Highfields & Western Downs and Manor wards, and the railway line provides a
clear boundary along the eastern side of Manor ward. Therefore we propose a Stafford
West division based on Highfields & Western Downs and Manor wards and part of Rowley
ward (south of Newport Road).
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Finally, in the south east of Stafford town, we note the County Council’s proposal for
Stafford South division, and that the Conservative Group proposed a similar division, the
only difference being that it included a smaller part of Penkside ward. We do not propose to
endorse these proposals, as they would split Penkside ward. We also note Stone Liberal
Democrat Party’s proposal for a south Stafford town division based on part of Forebridge
ward (south of the railway line), Manor and Penkside wards and part of Weeping Cross ward
(north of A34). We do not propose to adopt this proposal as it splits two wards. Instead we
propose a Stafford South division comprising Baswich ward, part of Forebridge ward (south
of the railway), Penkside ward and Weeping Cross ward. We consider that our proposed
Stafford South division keeps urban wards together, avoids splitting too many wards, and is
the best option given that the area is on the edge of the borough.
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Under our draft recommendations, Barlaston & Fulford, Castle, and Eccleshall
divisions would vary from the county average of electors per councillor by 10%, 11% and
14% (7%, 10% and 15% in 2006). Stafford East, Stafford North and Stafford South divisions
would vary from the county average by 11%, 4% and 18% (9%, 6% and 21% in 2006)
respectively. Stafford Trent Valley, Stafford West and Stone divisions would vary from the
county average councillor:elector ratio by 8%, 19% and 13% (5%, 15% and 15% in 2006)
respectively. Our draft recommendations would result in a level of 56% coterminosity. We
have noted that two of our proposed divisions would vary by more than 20% by 2006 which
is quite a high variance. However, we are of the view that this is justified given that our
proposals would facilitate better coterminosity and in our view, better reflect local community
identities and interests, particularly in limiting the linking of urban and rural areas. Our draft
proposals are illustrated on the large map at the back of the report and on Map 2.

Staffordshire Moorlands district
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Under the current arrangements, the district of Staffordshire Moorlands is
represented by eight county councillors, serving the same number of divisions. The divisions
are Biddulph Endon, Biddulph Town, Caverswall, Cheadle Checkley, Churnet Valley, Leek
North, Leek Rural and Leek South. Churnet Valley division has the worst electoral equality;
23% over the county average number of electors per councillor (29% by 2006). Staffordshire
Moorlands is entitled to 7.03 councillors under the projected electorate for 2006. Overall,
relative to the size of the electorate in the rest of the county, Staffordshire Moorlands district
is over-represented on the County Council by one councillor, and therefore under our draft
recommendations, we propose that Staffordshire Moorlands be represented by seven
councillors, one less councillor than at present.
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The County Council and Conservative Group put forward identical, 100%
coterminous schemes for Staffordshire Moorlands district, with no divisions varying by more
than 8% (by 2006) from the county average number of electors per councillor. In the north
west of the district, the proposed Biddulph North division (the Conservative Group named
the division Biddulph Town) would comprise Biddulph Moor, Biddulph North and Biddulph
West wards. In the west of the district, the proposed Biddulph South & Endon division would
comprise Bagnall & Stanley, Biddulph East, Biddulph South, and Brown Edge & Endon
wards. In the south west of the district the proposed Caverswall division would comprise
Caverswall, Cellarhead, Forsbrook and Werrington wards, which the Conservative Group
argued would ‘fit well’ into ‘electoral equality and wide community interest.’ In the south of
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the district the proposed Cheadle Checkley division would comprise Cheadle South East,
Cheadle West and Checkley wards. The proposed Churnet Valley division would comprise
Alton, Cheadle North East, Cheddleton and Churnet wards. In the north east of the district
the proposed Leek Rural division would comprise Dane, Hamps Valley, Horton, Ipstones,
Leek North, and Manifold wards, which the Conservative Group stated had ‘a unique
community relationship.’ Finally, in the centre of the district, the proposed Leek South
division would comprise Leek East, Leek South and Leek West wards, which the
Conservative Group argued would create a ‘natural geographic’ electoral division.
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Staffordshire Moorlands District Council supported the County Council’s scheme, as
it ’better reflects the characteristics of the Moorlands communities’ and each division
‘reflects the identity of each district ward in the grouping.’ It argued that the wards that
constitute the County Council’s proposed Biddulph North division ‘have similar affinities and
concerns’, and that its Caverswall division maintains community ties. The District Council
stated that the north of the district ‘is very different in character’ to the more urban lowland
and the proposed Leek Rural division ‘reflects this well.’
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Staffordshire Moorlands Conservative Association supported the County Council’s
scheme, as it was presented by the County Council as an ‘unbiased, non-political account’
of achieving electoral equality, and the proposal also ‘reflects the affinity of the existing
District Wards, the Parish Assemblies (sic) and local communities.’ County Councillor Heath
(representing Leek Rural division) supported this argument.
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District Councillor Hawkins (representing Horton ward), supported the County
Council’s scheme, as ‘Horton ward is rural and would have closer affinity with other rural
wards’ and would provide a better level of electoral equality than the County Council’s other
consultation scheme.
178
Alstonefield Parish Council broadly supported the County Council’s proposal.
However it expressed concern that the proposals ‘do not take account of topography and
natural communities, but merely takes account of numbers of electors.’ Cheadle Town
Council supported the County Council proposal, as did Horton Parish Council. Cheddleton
Parish Council opposed the loss of one county councillor for Staffordshire Moorlands district,
and argued that the district would be under-represented and that the rural nature of the
Moorlands should be taken into account as part of the review process, rather than just
considering electorate numbers. Quarnford Parish Council did not agree with the potential
loss of a councillor, and stated that ‘the electoral process should be more area based, rather
than population based’ because the differences between areas mean that ‘views of the local
people would not necessarily be represented.’ Wetton Parish Council stated that it ‘would
like to see the status quo maintained.’
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We have carefully considered the representations received. We have noted that the
County Council put forward two alternative proposals for Staffordshire Moorlands as part of
its consultation exercise, and that it received broad support for its ‘Alternative One’ option,
which it eventually submitted as its proposal for Staffordshire Moorlands, as described
above. We have further noted that the proposals of the County Council and Conservative
Group received broad support, and no other district-wide proposals were submitted for
Staffordshire Moorlands district. We note that Staffordshire Moorlands District Council
considered that the County Council’s proposals would maintain community links and
interests for urban and rural areas. We also note Staffordshire Moorlands Conservative
Association and Councillor Heath’s support for the County Council’s proposal, which would
reflect local communities. We acknowledge the broad support for the County Council’s
proposal from Councillor Hawkins, Alstonfield Parish Council, Cheadle Town Council, and
Horton Parish Council. We note the concerns of Alstonefield Parish Council, Cheddleton
Parish Council and Quarnford Parish Council, regarding the potential loss of one councillor,
and the impact this would have on the representation of the rural electorate. However, we
cannot take rural sparsity into account, nor can we over-represent any district area by
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allocating to it more councillors than it is entitled under the proposed council size, in this
case 62. Therefore, in light of the support for the County Council’s proposals, we propose to
adopt its proposals in their entirety as part of our draft recommendations. We have noted (at
too late a stage to correct it) that Caverswall is incorrectly spelt ‘Caverswell’ on the large
map at the back of the report. This error will be corrected in our final recommendations
report.
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Under our draft recommendations, Biddulph North, and Biddulph South & Endon
divisions would vary from the county average of electors per councillor by 2% and 9% (6%
and 1% by 2006). Caverswall, Cheadle & Checkley, and Churnet divisions would vary from
the county elector:councillor ratio by 10%, 10% and 1% (1%, 2% and 2% by 2006)
respectively. Leek Rural and Leek South divisions would vary from the county average by
17% and 11% (2% and 8% by 2006). The district would be 100% coterminous under our
draft recommendations. Our draft recommendations are illustrated on the large map.

Tamworth borough
181
Under the current arrangements, the borough of Tamworth is represented by five
county councillors serving five divisions. The divisions are Bolebridge, Castle Liberty,
Perrycrofts, The Heaths and Watling. The divisions with the worst electoral variances are
Bolebridge and The Heaths which are 28% and 30% respectively (35% and 33% by 2006)
over the county average number of electors per councillor. Overall, relative to the size of the
electorate in the rest of the county, Tamworth is under-represented under a council size of
62, therefore it is entitled to six councillors, one additional councillor than at present.
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The County Council submitted a proposal for Tamworth based on six noncoterminous divisions, four of which the Conservative Group supported. In the north west of
the borough, the Council and Conservative Group proposed a Bolebridge division (the
Conservative Group named the division Bolebridge & Castle) based on part of Belgrave
ward (north of the A5) part of Castle ward (north of the A5) and part of Mercian ward (south
of the railway line). In the north of the borough the County Council and Conservative Group
proposed a Perrycrofts division (the Conservative Group named the division Spital),
comprising part of Mercian ward (north of the railway line) and all of Spital ward. In the north
east of the borough the County Council and Conservative Group submitted an Amington
division comprising Amington ward and part of Bolehall ward (north of Amington Road) and
part of Glascote ward (north of Glascote Road). In the east of the borough, the County
Council and Conservative Group proposed a Stonydelph division comprising part of
Glascote ward (south of Glascote Road) and all of Stonydelph ward. To the south of
Bolehall ward, the County Council proposed a Watling North division comprising part of
Belgrave ward (south of the A5), part of Castle ward (south of the A5), part of Trinity ward
(north of Atherstone Street and Watling Street; the old A5), and part of Wilnecote ward
(north of Watling Street). Finally, in the south of the borough, the County Council proposed a
Watling South division comprising part of Trinity ward (south of Atherstone Street and
Watling Street) and part of Wilnecote ward (south of Watling Street). All of the County
Council’s proposed divisions for Tamworth would be within 10% of the county average
number of electors per councillor by 2006.
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The Conservative Group proposed two alternative divisions in the south of the
borough. Firstly, Wilnecote division comprising part of Belgrave ward (east of the railway line
and south of the A5) and Wilnecote ward. Secondly, Trinity division, comprising part of
Belgrave ward (west of the railway line), part of Castle ward (south of A5) and all of Trinity
ward. The Conservative Group stated that its proposals ‘as far as possible’ ensure ‘that
community interests are maintained.’ The Conservative Group noted that as a result of
Tamworth having been allocated an additional councillor under a council size of 62, ‘it is
extremely difficult to confine’ electoral divisions ‘to complete district wards as this would
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result in over or under achieving the electoral equality rule’. Therefore it argued it is
‘necessary to divide wards to achieve the criteria.’
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We have carefully considered the two representations received. We have noted that
the proposals of both the County Council and Conservative Group would result in electoral
variances below 10% of the county average number of electors per councillor by 2006,
although both schemes for Tamworth are completely non-coterminous with ward
boundaries. We propose to adopt the County Council’s submission for Tamworth as a
whole, as we consider that the proposals would provide excellent electoral equality, and are
based on clear boundaries, such as main roads, rivers, and railway lines. We also note that
the Conservative Group supported the majority of the County Council’s proposal. We
acknowledge the proposal would not create any conterminous divisions, however, we also
agree with the Conservative Group’s comment that the number of councillors allocated to
the district results in difficulties in achieving both good electoral equality and coterminous
divisions. We looked into a large number of alternative options, including two-member
divisions, but concluded that we could not improve upon the level of coterminosity, whilst
maintaining electoral equality. On a minor point of detail, we considered altering the
boundary of Perrycrofts division, so that the far south-west boundary of Spital ward would
follow the railway line instead of including a small area south of the railway line. Therefore
the area in question would be transferred into the proposed Bolebridge division, and the
boundary between Bolebridge and Perrycrofts divisions would follow the railway line which
appears to be a more logical boundary. However, as both representations received followed
Spital ward boundary, we have decided to adopt the proposals. However, we would
welcome views on this issue at Stage Three.
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Under our draft recommendations, Amington, Bolebridge and Perrycrofts divisions
would vary from the county average of electors per councillor by 0%, 13% and 10% (2%,
8% and 5% in 2006), respectively. Stonydelph, Watling North and Watling South divisions
would vary from the county average of electors per councillor by 3%, 13% and 13% (2%,
10% and 2% in 2006) respectively. The borough would not secure any coterminosity. Our
draft proposals are illustrated on Large Map 1.

Conclusions
186
Having considered all the evidence and submissions received during the first stage
of the review, we propose that:
•

a council of 62 members should be retained;

•

the boundaries of all divisions will be subject to change as the divisions are based on
district wards which have themselves changed as a result of the district reviews.
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Our draft recommendations would involve modifying all of the existing divisions in
Staffordshire county, and are based on a combination of the County Council, Conservative
Group, Cannock Chase Conservative Association, Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council,
Newcastle under Lyme Labour party, South Staffordshire District Council, and a local
resident’s proposals, as well as our own modifications, as summarised below:
•

In Cannock Chase we propose to adopt Cannock Chase Conservative Association’s
proposals, with our own modifications in Hednesford and Rawnsley.

•

In East Staffordshire we propose to put forward our own proposals, as well as the
Conservative Groups and Burton Conservative Association’s proposals for the south of
Burton, and Uttoxeter town.
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•

In Lichfield we propose to adopt the County Council’s proposals, with our own
modifications in Burntwood and Lichfield city, reflecting Lichfield City Council’s
proposals.

•

In Newcastle under Lyme, we propose to adopt the County Council’s proposals, with our
own modifications in Halmerend, Ravenscliffe, and Thistleberry.

•

In South Staffordshire, we propose to adopt South Staffordshire District Council’s
proposals, with our own modifications in Cheslyn Hay, Penkridge, and Wombourne.

•

In Stafford, we propose to adopt a local resident’s proposals with our own modifications
in Stafford town.

•

In Staffordshire Moorlands, we propose to adopt the County Council’s proposals. (which
were identical to the Conservative Group’s proposals).

•

In Tamworth, we propose to adopt the County Council’s proposals, (four divisions of
which are identical to those proposed by the Conservative Group).
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Table 5 shows how our draft recommendations will effect electoral equality,
comparing them with the current arrangements (based on 2001 electorate figures) and with
forecast electorates for the year 2006.
Table 5: Comparison of current and recommended electoral arrangements
2001 electorate

2006 forecast electorate

Current
arrangements

Draft
arrangements

Current
arrangements

Draft
arrangements

Number of councillors

62

62

62

62

Number of divisions

62

59

62

59

10,272

10,271

10,457

10,457

28

28

31

14

3

16

2

Average number of electors per
councillor
Number of divisions with a
variance more than 10% from
the average
Number of divisions with a
variance more than 20% from
the average

13
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As shown in Table 5, our draft recommendations for Staffordshire County Council
would result in the number of divisions with an electoral variance of more than 10%
remaining at 28. By 2006 only 14 divisions are forecast to have an electoral variance of
more than 10%.
Draft recommendation
Staffordshire County Council should comprise 62 councillors serving 59 divisions, as detailed and
named in Tables 1 and 2, illustrated on the large maps.

Parish council electoral arrangements
190
When reviewing electoral arrangements, we are required to comply as far as
possible with the rules set out in Schedule 11 to the 1972 Act. The Schedule states that if a
parish is to be divided between different county divisions it must also be divided into parish
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wards, so that each parish ward lies wholly within a single division of the county.
Accordingly, we propose consequential warding arrangements for the parish of Rugeley, to
reflect the proposed county divisions in this area.
191
The parish of Rugeley is currently served by 19 parish councillors representing three
parish wards: Etching Hill, Hagley and Western Springs. In order to reflect the county
divisions in the area, we propose that Western Springs ward be divided into two parish
wards. Western Springs North ward (north of Church Street and Station Road) would be in
the north east of Etching Hill & Heath division, and Western Springs South parish ward
(south of Church Street and Station Road) would be in the north of Brereton & Ravenhill
division.
192
Draft recommendation
Rugeley Parish Council should comprise 19 councillors, as at present, representing four parish
wards: Etching Hill (returning seven councillors), Hagley (returning five councillors), Western
Springs North (returning five councillors) and Western Springs South (returning two councillors)
The parish ward boundaries should reflect the proposed county division boundaries in the area, as
illustrated and named on the large map and Map 3.
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What happens next?

193
There will now be a consultation period, during which everyone is invited to comment
on the draft recommendations on future electoral arrangements for Staffordshire County
Council contained in this report. We will take fully into account all submissions received by
21 July 2003. Any received after this date may not be taken into account. All responses may
be inspected at our offices and those of the County Council. A list of respondents will be
available from us on request after the end of the consultation period.
194

Express your views by writing directly to us:

The Team Leader
Staffordshire County Council Review
Boundary Committee for England
Trevelyan House
Great Peter Street
London SW1P 2HW
195
In the light of responses received, we will review our draft recommendations to
consider whether they should be altered. As indicated earlier, it is therefore important that all
interested parties let us have their views and evidence, whether or not they agree with our
draft recommendations. We will then submit our final recommendations to The Electoral
Commission. After the publication of our final recommendations, all further correspondence
should be sent to The Electoral Commission, which cannot make the Order giving effect to
our recommendations until six weeks after it receives them.
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Appendix A
Draft recommendations for Staffordshire County Council: Detailed
mapping
The following maps illustrate our proposed division boundaries for the Staffordshire County
Council area.
Map 1 illustrates the proposed electoral division boundaries in Tamworth borough.
Map 2 illustrates the proposed electoral division boundaries in Stafford town.
Map 3 illustrates the proposed electoral division boundary between Brereton & Ravenhill
and Etching Hill & Heath divisions.
The large map (Sheet 1) inserted at the back of this report illustrates in outline form the
proposed divisions for Staffordshire, including constituent district wards and parishes.
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Appendix B
Code of practice on written consultation
The Cabinet Office’s November 2000 Code of Practice on Written Consultation,
www.cabinet-office.gov.uk/servicefirst/index/consultation.htm, requires all Government
Departments and Agencies to adhere to certain criteria, set out below, on the conduct of
public consultations. Public bodies, such as The Boundary Committee for England, are
encouraged to follow the Code.
The Code of Practice applies to consultation documents published after 1 January 2001,
which should reproduce the criteria, give explanations of any departures, and confirm that
the criteria have otherwise been followed.
Table B1: Boundary Committee for England’s compliance with Code criteria
Criteria

Compliance/departure

Timing of consultation should be built into the planning
process for a policy (including legislation) or service
from the start, so that it has the best prospect of
improving the proposals concerned, and so that
sufficient time is left for it at each stage.

We comply with this requirement.

It should be clear who is being consulted, about what
questions, in what timescale and for what purpose.

We comply with this requirement.

A consultation document should be as simple and
concise as possible. It should include a summary, in
two pages at most, of the main questions it seeks
views on. It should make it as easy as possible for
readers to respond, make contact or complain.

We comply with this requirement.

Documents should be made widely available, with the
fullest use of electronic means (though not to the
exclusion of others), and effectively drawn to the
attention of all interested groups and individuals.

We comply with this requirement.

Sufficient time should be allowed for considered
responses from all groups with an interest. Twelve
weeks should be the standard minimum period for a
consultation.

We consult on draft recommendations for a minimum
of eight weeks, but may extend the period if
consultations take place over holiday periods.

Responses should be carefully and open-mindedly
analysed, and the results made widely available, with
an account of the views expressed, and reasons for
decisions finally taken.

We comply with this requirement.

Departments should monitor and evaluate
consultations, designating a consultation coordinator
who will ensure the lessons are disseminated.

We comply with this requirement.
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